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Wednesday, October 14, 2009

Murray,

BDC reports
a shortage
of specific
blood types Preliminary autopsy report

Charges amended in McGowan death

Spooled to the lodger
Officials with the MurrayCalloway County Hospital
Blood Donor Center have
announced that there is a shortage A-negative arid 0-positive
and 0-negative blood. They are
asking area residents to stop by
the Blood Donor Center, or call
to make an appointment, to give
these much-needed blood types,
according to Allison Sloan with
the MCCH planning and marketing department.
"The constant supply of blood
provided locally to the MCCH
Donor Center gives the gift of
life to many people. It takes less
than an hour to make a blood
donation,- she said.
A blood donor must be at least
18 years of age tor 16 or 17 with
parental consent), be in good
health, weigh at least 110
pounds and pass the brief physical and health history exams
given prior to donation.
"The need for these blood
types is critical. If you are
unable to stop by the Donor
Center, the next Blood Drives in
the community will be on the
foliowing dates, and everyone is
welcome to attend," Sloan
adde,d
Those dates are: Wednesday.
Oct. 14 at. Westside Baptist
Chtu-ch in Murray. from 5:30
p.m. to 8 p.m.: and Tuesday.
Oct. 20, and Wednesday, Cka.
21, at Briggs & Stratton in
Murray, from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Sloan said, to make an
appointment to donate blood, or

•See Page 2A
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shows Calloway man died
of blunt force trauma
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Start Writer
Calloway County Sheriff's
Detective Sam Bier& said this
morning that four people arrested Monday in connection with
the death of Carl Douglas
McGowan are facing charges of
murder or complicity to COMIllit
murder.
McGowan, whom Calloway
County Coroner Rick Harris
said would have turned 38
Thursday, was reported missing
Sunday after family members
said they hadn't seen him since
Friday evening. The Calloway
County Sheriff's Department
found his body near the intersec-

tion of Highway 280 and
Douglas Road near New
Concord Monday afternoon.
Michael Lynch, 28, of Poplar
St., was charged Monday with
assault in the first degree.
Timothy Adams, 29, and Tiffany.
Adams, 18, both of Main St..
and Jessica Johnson, 19, of
Columbus Lane, each were
charged with complicity to firstdegree assault.
Bierds said a preliminary
performed
in
autopsy
Madisonville Tuesday showed
that McGowan's death was a
homicide, so CCSO delivered

II See Page 2A

OMER LOUGH/Ledger & Times
According to a report from Det. Sam Bierds, the Calloway County Sheriff's Office received a
report that Cart Douglas McGowan was last seen Friday evening. His body was later knated
just off Highway 280 near Douglas Road in the New Concord area.

Fall Fling
Carnival
Lumberjack Challenge marks 10th anniversary set for
weekend

Letting the chips fly
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
. entucky
Lumberjack
Challenge 2009 is coming up Saturday on the
Courthouse Square and everyone is invited to "Come Smell
the Nitro and Watch the Chips
Fly."
The event - ttie fourth of a
total of five nationwide competitions promises to be the
"biggest and best" ever as the
event celebrates its 10th
anniversary, according to organizers Dan and Melissa Duncan
of Alma.
This year, the Challenge is
part of the Southern Lumberjack
Competitors
from
series.
Kentucky, Alabama, Louisiana
and Missouri and many other
states are expected to participate. They will compete for
points to win in Overall,
Manual, and Mechanical competitions.
'The series consists of five
shows. Earlier shows took place
in Winnfield, La., London, Ky..
and Sheridan, Ark. Following
the Murray event, the finals will
take place November 7 in
Jackson, Ala.
'They are gaining points at

K

each one of these shows to se,e
who is the champion in each one
of these events overall out of the
five," said Melissa Duncan.
"That is new this year.Also, Female Lumberjack
World
Champion
Nancy.
Zalewslci is expected to attend
and participate.
Money will be paid to the top
three national competitors in
each category following all five
of the shows.
Local competitors wanting to
participate in the Murray
Chatlenge are reminded that
entries will close at 10 a.m. the
morning of the competition. The
eompetition starts at 10:30. A S5
entry fee will be asked of ali
most that enter.
Last year, the event attracted
about two dozen competitors
from several surrounding states
including U.S and World Mens
Champion Mel Lentz of West
Virginia. It is not known
whether Lentz will attend this
year's event.
However Dan Duncan. the
reigning Kentucky state champion, will compete as well as
Trice Dunn, also of Almo. In

II See Page 2A

Ledger & Times file photo

Kentucky Lumberjack Champion Dan Duncan of Almo and
other local competitors are expected to take part in the 1Crth
Anniversary Kentucky Lumberjack Challenge Saturday
morning on the Calloway County Cc:purthouse Square.

Leaders participate in NC on health care, economic recovery
By Sherry McClain
mSu Public Relations
Dr. Tim Todd, dean of the college of business and public
affairs
at
Murray
State
University, representing MSU
President Randy Dunn, and
Josh Tubbs of the economic
development department of
Marshall County, Ky., participated in the Delta Grassroots
conference
in
Caucus
Washington. D.C., on health
care reform and economic

recovery
in
September. The
conference featured
12
Members
of
Congress, several executive
branch officials
and grassroots
leaders
from
Todd
across
the
region.
The
Delta Caucus is a nonprofit,
grassroots coalition promoting

economic development and
improved health care in the vast
region from southern Illinois to
New Orleans, La. Todd and
Tubbs participated in a Senate
session.
"We were glad to have Dean
State
Murray
Todd
of
University as one of the speakers on economic development in
western Kentucky and the rest
of the Delta region, because of
his university's important work
in expansion of broadband
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access, greater use of renewable
fuels and education," said Lee
director.
Powell,
Caucus
"Murray State University has
been a stalwart supporter of
regional efforts to promote economic progress and we are
pleased to have 1Dean Todd helping us to advocate far the region
... in Washington," Powell said.
"We are working with people
like Josh Tubbs of the Marshall

III See Page 2A

SPECIALS
Has partnered with AAA to offer you auto and noble
insurante including discounts for members.

By TOPA MERRY
Staff Writer
The first-ever Fall Fling
Carnival has been planned for
Thursday through Saturday at
Murray's Chestnut Park.
Parks Director Matt Martin
said Murray-Calloway County
Parks
and
Recreation
Department will host the event.
"Great
American
Shows
will
have 10 professional rides on
hand to serve
kids of all
ages," Martin
said. "Bring the
whole family
and enjoy the Martha
rides,
games
and fantastic food available."
Unlimited ride bracelets are
available at the ticket booth and
will be good for Thursday or
Friday for S20. Satutday events
will be by ticket only. Hours of
operation are 5 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Thursday and Friday and
Saturday from noon to 10 p.rn.
The ticket office will accept
credit or debit cards a.s well as
cash.
"Parking will be at a premium,
and we ask that you be cotuteous to our citizens and stores
around Chestnut Park. by not
blocking their driveways, parking in unlawful areas, or taking
up valuable parking spaces at
the stores.'' Martin said.
For convenience, patrons that
cannot find available parking
near the Chesmut facility are
asked to use the large parking
lot at Central Park, just one
block away.
For more information, contact
the parks office at 762-0325.
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•Charges ..
From Front
arrest warrants d'IC sante day to
the four individuals currently
being housed at the Calloway
County Jail He said Lynch has
now been charged with murder
and that Johnson and Timothy
and Tiffany Acbuns have each
been charged with complicity to
corrunit murder.
Hams said that preliminary
autopsy results showed that
McGowan died of blunt forte
trauma. He said it would be at
least a week or morr before the
full report would be available
from Tuesday's autopsy by
Western Kentucky Medical

HAWKINS TEAGUE/Leciger & Tomes
NEW BOARD MEMBER: United Way's resource develop
ment director. Aaron Dail, introduces Murray State Univensty
Student Government Association President Kara Mantooth
as an ex-officio board member at this week's board meeting

MYR Crier
NOTICE
• There will be a meeting of
the South 641 Water District
on Monday Oct. 19, al 4:30
p.m. The meeting will be held
at the Water Office located at
207 Main Street in Hazel. For
more information, call (270)
492-8857.
• The annual meeting for
the membership of MurrayCalloway County Community
Theatre. d/b/a Playhouse in
the Park, will be held on
Tuesday, Oct. 27, at 6 p.m.
at the theatre. Officers for
2010 will be introduced. The
2010 season will also be
announced. Ali contributing
mernbers who have given
financially to the theatre in
2009 and active members
who have participated in a
2009 production in any way
are invited and encouraged
to attend.
• To report a Town Crier
item call 753-1916.

Lumberjack ...
From Front
2008. Dunn squared oft with
Lentz during the standing block
competition with an impressive
showing; snapping the 6-by-6
inch block with an ax in only 33
seconds.
Competitions featured this
year include the overhand and
underhand ax throws for both
men and wotnen, two-person
crosscut. the standing block,

Jack and Jill crosscut, the
Husqvarna Stock Saw, the single buck and the Hot Saw.
The event is co-sponsored by
many businesses and organizations in
Murray-Calloway
County and beyond including
Murray Main Street.
For more information about
Kentucky
Lumberjack
Challenge. go online to
ww.kentuckylumbenack.com.

•Blood ...
From Front

contact

to find out where the next blood
drive will be, residents should

Donor Center at (270) 762-

IPilace Your
Ad With Us
Caen 753-191.6

MCCH

Blood

1119.

DGC
From Front

to have Josh Tubbs' participation in Washington," Powell
said.
"We
know
that
Congressman Ed Whitfield (RKy.)is a strong supporter of 1-69
and we look forward to making
progress on this vital artery for
the improvement of not just the
regional, but the national transportation network."

County economic development
office in promoting completion
of the Interstate 69 Corridor.
which will improve transportation and economic growth from
western Kentucky, through
westem Tennessee, as well as
much of Mississippi. Arkansas
arid Louisiana. and we are glad
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Examiner DeDe Schluckehier
Bierds said there was still a lot
ot work to do in the investigation, but that C'CS() believe the
alleged murder happened at the
intersection %here the body was
found. He said officials believe
the four subjects were with
McGowan when Lynch allegedly assaulted him anti that the
others witnessed it and did nothing to stop it He said MOM
details would be released soon.
Bierds said before press time
this morning that a press conference might be held later in the
morning.

Illinois fugitive from
Murray arrested Tuesday
Staff Report
Murray Poiice arrested a fugitive wanted in Illinois Tuesday
night after receiving a report of
a suspicious person.
A report from MPD Sgt.
Tracy Guge said that the
department responded to a call
of a suspicious person at
Glendale Place at 11:19 p.m.
Officer Jay Herndon stopped
the man as he was leaving the
Glendale Place parking lot and
the individual identified himself as Yohan Flager. However,
Sgt. Scott Purcell said he knew
the individual as Cortez
Beckam.
After a brief investigation,
police determined that it was,
indeed, Beckam. 31, of Murray.
It was also determined that St.
Clair County. Ill.. had an active
arrest warrant for him. Beckarn
was arrested and charged with
being a Fugitive from Another
State, Giving an Officer a False
Name or Address and having
No Operator's License. He was
transported and lodged in the
Calloway County Jail. The
incident is still under investigation and there was no other
information before press tirne.

Roy 5

HAWKINS TEAGUE/Lenget & Tffres
NPR's Ira Fiatow. left, speaks with. WKMS News Director
Chad Lampe before giving this year's Gary Bogges
s
Distinguished Lecture this week at Murray State University

NPR host speaks
to packed house
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Ira Flatow, host of National
Public Radio's "Talk of the
Nation: Science Fridays." spoke
to a packed house earliler this
week at Freed Curd Auditorium
at Murray State University's
Industry
and
Technology
Center.
As several extra chairs were
placed along the walls to accomadate a few in the large crowd.
Dr. Steve Cobb. dean of MSU's
College of Science. Engineering
and Technology welcomed
everyone, including former
dean Gary Boggess, to the ninth
Gary Boggess Distinguished
Lecture. He said Flatow had
been affiliated with NPR since
its beginning in 1971.
Flatow said he was pleased
to be on campus and had even
gotten to visit MSC's public
radio station, WKMS,earlier in
the day. He said that he would
be speaking on creativity and
where it comes from. He said
that although creativity can
spnng up anywhere, it often has
common ingredients. These can
include inspiration. vision and
"spunk" or "stick-to-it-iveness,"
he said. It also often takes luck,
namely noticing something at
the nght time. Luck means
nothing, though, without a prepared mind that allows one to

notice what others might not
have, he said.
It also often helps to be
young. He said that although
people picture :art old man with
white hair when they third( of
Einstein. he was in his 30s when
he did his greatest work. Whiie
that shouldn't discourage older
people from being creative, it
should at least remind younger
people that they have no reason
not to try, Flatow said.
To demonstrate the importance of vision, Flatow talked
about how Alexander Graham
Bell beat Elisha Gray to the
patent office by two hours to get
the patent for the telephone.
Flatow said the design was very
similar but that a major difference was that Gray didn't take it
as seriously as Bell. He thought
the device would marketed as a
sort of toy. but Bell believed in
the power of language and his
financers believed in Bell's
vision.
During a question-andanswer session, one student
asked what she should do about
various ideas for inventions she
had, especially since she had no
science background. Above all.
Flatow said she needed to make
sure she wrote everything down,
and also encouraged her run her
ideas by science professors to if
they are sound.
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Obituaries
Doug McGowan
ih)ug Maio% all. 38, Graham Road. Munay, died
Monday, Oct.
12, 2009, at 2.45 p.m. at New Concord. Precedi
ng him in death was
_ins mother, Carolyn Kay Eldridge Cnug. He v%•as born
Oct. 15. 1971,
:in Paris, Tenn. Survivors include one daughter Brooke
,
McGowan,
-his father, Richard Hugh McGowa
n. one brother, Richard S.
-McGowan, and one niece. Manda McGowan, all of
Murray. J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Roy Stogie

WE:Ledger Times
News Director
Gary Boggess
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Snowe: public option could kick in if insurers balk

Roy Steele, 64. Almo, died Tuesday, Oct. 13, 2009, in
Livingston
County. He was a truck dnver for Smith Contracting and
was a
member of Oak Valley Church of Christ.
•
Born Sept 2.5. 1945, in Calloway County. he was the son
of the
son of die late David Culwell Steele and Vannie Hicks Steele.
Also
preceding him in death were one sister, Mary Louise Spann.
one
brother-in-law, Calvin Spann, and one nephew, Roy Don Carroll.
Survivors include his wife. Linda Moms Steele, to whom he %vas
married April 22, 1990: one daughter. Deborah Steele, Fairdeal
ing,
one son, Keith Steele kind wife, Carol. Benton; two stepsons
, Jason
Black and wife, April, and Kevin Black and wife, Mary,
all of
Coldwater; one sister. Betty Carroll and husband, Gle.n, Van, Texas:
three grandchildren, Caleb, Noah and Ellie Steele; four
stepgrandchildren, Tori, Taylor, Austin and Elecia Black.
The funeral will be Fnday at I p.m. in the chapel of Blalock
Coleman & York Funeral Home. Kevin Green and Keith Steele
will
officiate. Burial will follow in the Brooks Chapel Cemeter
y.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m.
Thursday.
Online condolences may be made at www.yorkfuneralhorne.
com.

Mrs. Noma Jean VItoux
The funeral for Mrs. Norma Jean Vitoux will be Saturda
y at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Horne
. Rev.
James Stom will officiate. Visitation will be at the funeral home
after
1 p.m. Saturday. Expressions of sympathy may be made
to
Pancreatic Cancer Society or Breast Cancer Society. Online
condolences may be made at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Mrs. Vitoux, 62, New Concord. died Monday, Oct. 12,
2009, at
12:30 p.m. at her home. She was employed by the Murray Housing
Authority. Born March 28, 1947, in Chicago, Ill., she was the
daughter of the late Norman F. and Mary Reed Gaarz. Survivors include
her husband, Terry Vitoux, to whom she was married May
28, 1965;
two daughters, Teresa Vitoux. Indiana, and Tina Foster and
husband,
Marcellus, Murray; one son. Tim Vitoux and wife,
Rachel,
California; one grandson, Darius Kendall, Murray.

WASHINGTON (AP) Sen Olympia Snowe, the only
Republican to support the
Finance Committee's health
care bill, said this monung she
could foresee a govertunent-run
plan that would "luck in" if pnvate insurers failed to live up to
expectauons.
Snowe emphasized that she
still opposes the so-called public
option. but said she also believes
the private insurance market
must yield a system in which
health coverage becomes more
widely accessible and affordable.
"I think the government
would have a disproportionatc
advantage" in the event of a
government-run option, the
Maine Republican said in a
nationally broadcast interview.
Snowe said "at the same time, I
want to make sure the insurance
industry performs, and that's
why we eliminate many egregious practices."
If the industry didn't follow
through on congressionally-

mandated changes aimed at
overhauling the delivery of
medical services. she said, "then
you could have the public option
kick in immediately."
Snowe previously had proposed using the public option AS
an incentive, or a threat, to pnvate insurers who do not make
their plans affordable by cenam
deadlines This Angger" optii.r.
or some version of it, has survived the bitter debate and
scrutiny to remain a viable
option for compromise.
Snowe broached this standby
notion again as talks among lawmakers on health care were
going back behind closed doors;
Senate leaders are trying to
merge two very different bills
into a new version that can get
the 6() votes needed to guarantee
passage.
Senate Majority. L,eader
Harry Reid, D-Nev . has said he
wants to complete the wedding
quickly and get histunc health
care overhaul legislatio- onto
the floor the w•eek after next.

Both bills were wntten by
Democrats, but that's not going
to make it easier for Reid. They
share a corrunon goal, which is
to provide all Amencans with
access to affordable health
insurance, but they differ on
how to accomplish it.
The Finance Committee bill
that was approved Tuesday has
no govertunent-sponsored insurance plan and no raquirement on
employers that they must offer
coverage. It relies instead on d
n:quirement that all Amencans
obtain insurance.
The
Senate
Health,
Education. Labor and Pensions
Conunittee bill. passed earlier
by a panel in which liberals predominate, calls for both a government plan to compete with
pnvate insurers arid a mandate
thdt employers help cover their
workers. Those are only two of
dozens of differences.
President Barack Obama
acknowledges it's not going to
be easy. Speaking Tuesday in
the Rose Garden. Obama called

Afghan corruption
may sabotage victory

WASHINGTON(AP)-The
top military con-inlander in
Afghanistan is asking for up to
80.000 more Amencari troops
even as he warns that rampant
government corruption there
may prevent victory against the
Taliban and al-Qaida, according
to U.S. officials briefed on his
conclusions.
David W. West
A still-secret document by
Army Gen. Stanley MeChrystal
David W. West, 70, Murray, died Monday, Oct. 12,
2009, at his
that requests more troops is
home. He had originally lived in Inez. but retired to
Murray fur
expected to be among the topics
farming. sorgum making and beekeeping.
discussed Wednesday when
Born June 25, 1939, in Greenup County, he was the
son of the Presiden
t Barack Obama meets
late William Tong and Doris Zimmerman West.
His wife, Dottie with
his natiortal security team
Callaham West. also preceded him in death.
to hash out a strategy for
A graduate of Morehead State University, he worked
in Martin Afghanistan and Pakistan
.
County for the Excel Coat Mining Company and Martin
County
Even with additional troops.
Fiscal Court. He was also a magistrate for Martin
County. and a McChrystal concluded that
cormember of Golden Memonal United Methodist
Church and ruption still could let terrorist
s
Masonic Lodge of Marion Hall.
turn Afghanistan back into a
Survivors include three children, Brian Scott West,
Richmond, haven, according to officials at
Nicholas Tong West, Louisville, and Dr. Dava Susan
West, Durham, the Pentagon and White House.
N.C.: one grandchild. Hannah Grace West, Ftichmond;
two brothers,
His request outlines three
Ralph West. Louisville, and Daniel West, Friday.
options for additional troops -The funeral will be Saturday at 3:30 p.m. in the Inez Chapel
of from as many as 80,000 to as
Richmond-Callaham Funeral Home with Rev. Clyde Waller
officiat- few as 10,000 - but favors a
ing. Visitation will he at the funeral home after 12 noon
compromise of 40,000 more
Saturday.
Hentage Funeral Home of Murray was in charge of local
arrange- forces. the officials said.
ments. Expressions of sympathy may be made to MurrayThey described it to The
Calloway
County Hospice Building Fund, 803 Poplar St.. Murray, KY
42071. Associated Press on condition of
Online condolences may be made at www.imesmillercom.
anonymity because they were
not authonzed to discuss it pub.:Peter Nanning* Wilkes
licly
UNION CITY. Tenn. -- Peter Hannings Wilkes, 18. Union City,
Each option carries a high
risk of failing, according to U.S.
7:died Saturday, Oct. 10, 2009, at Regional Medical Center, Memphi
s.
officials. although they said
::*1-le was a student at Southern Mississippi University, arid a
member
McChrystal concluded that
:
_7 of Second Baptist Church, Union City. His father, Ben Wilkes
Jr., fewer
troops will bnng the high7: preceded him in death. Survivors include his mother,
Kay est risks.
::.Mansifield Wilkes, Union City; two sisters, Abbey Floyd
and hosObama said Tuesday that he
::,band, George, Bells, Tenn., and Bonnie Wilkes, Union City;
one will decide in
"the coming
7:::brother, Ben Wilkes III, Union City; his grandparents; aunts
and weeks" on a war strategy
and the
::auxles, and a great-aunt. Cathy Abbott of Murray. Ky.
i:: The funeral will be today (Wednesday) at 1 p.m. at Second troops needed to carry it out.
::Baptist Church, Union City. Bro. Chuck T. Williams and Micah Though he said military and
security concems are key parts
.:.:Harbison will officiate. Burial will follow in the Cates Cemetery.
of his decision, "another element is making sure we're doing
a good job in building capacity
on the civilian side."
"Our principal goal remains:
Root out al-Qaida and its
extremist allies that can launch
attacks against the United States
ST. MARYS, Ga. (AP) - for men only. Officials said a or its allies,"
the president said.
::.Submariners sleep nine to a decision could come soon, and
::.bunk room. There are four women could be aboard subs by
showers and seven toilets for the 2011.
roughly 140 enlisted men. The
The Navy will have to work
passageways on board the vessel tttrough a host of issues first.
;7
:arc so narrow that crew mem- Would men and women get sep:: bers can barely squeeze by each arate bathrooms and sleeping
•:.other without touching.
quarters. as is already done
And that's on the roomiest aboard surface ships? Would the
WASHINGTON tAP)-- The
submarines.
process of integrating subs
The Navy is considering begin with female officers, fol- Pentagon's personnel chief said
•; allowing women to serve aboard lowed by enlisted women? What Tuesday the military has com•: submarines for the first time, 16 would happen if a woman dis- pleted its best recruiting year
years after bringing female covered at sea that she was preg- since 1973. meeting all its goals
and bnnging in a better educated
:: sailors onto surface combat nant?
group of young people.
ships.
Kings Bay is the East Coast
The Army, Navy, Air Force
•:
Some sailors and wives warn base for the Navy's Ohio-class
•. that putting men and women submarines. which are armed and Marine Corps met goals for
together in extremely close with Trident nuclear missiles active duty and reserve recruit:7 quarters underwater for weeks at and go on 77-day tours of duty ing during the budget year er.ded
:: a time is just asking for sexual underwater. The 18 Ohio-class Sept. 30-the first time that has
:: harassment cases and wrecked subs would probably be the first happened since the all-volunteer
marriages. But supporters of the to take on women since they are force was established, said
:: idea say it is a matter of fairness the largest in the undersea fleet, Defense Department head of
and equal opportunity, and what 200 feet longer than the Navy's personnel Bill Carr.
He told a Pentagon press con:' worked on ships can work in fast-attack submarines.
ference that it's partly because
subs.
Still, at 560 feet, Ohio-class
"There's just a whole lot less subs are a tight fit for their 160- of department spending on find•:
privacy on board a submarine.** man crews. Sailors sleep in ing recruits, even as fewer civil:: said retired Navy Capt. Mike cramped burtk rooms roughly ian jobs were available due to
:7 McKinnon, commanding officer the size of walk-in closets. The the nation's economic problems.
of the Kings Bay sub base near 140 enlisted men share two He also cited increases in miliSt. Marys from 2004-07 and a bathrooms. (The officers have tarY PaYFor the active-duty force
7. former skipper of the submarine separate facilities.)
overall. Carr said 96 percent of
USS Kentucky. "But I think
The passageways and hatches
recruits had a high school diplogrown adults and professionally are so narrow that those aboard
minded people can deal with are always rubbing up against ma, the best showing since
1996. For the Army, it was about
:7 those issues."
each other -- a situation played
95 percent, up 11 percentage
•:
Over the past two weeks, top for laughs in the 1959 Cary
points from the previous year.
t% leaders at the Pentagon have Grant comedy "Operation
And 73 percent of Pentagon
said they are considering ending Petticoat." in which a World War
recruits scored above average on
another in the dwindling number 11 sub rescues a group of strandthe military's math and verbal
of military specialties reserved ed Army nurses.
aptitude testing.

Navy moves to put
:women on submannes

Military
recruiting best
since 1973

There are 67,000 American
troops in Afghanistan, and 1,000
more are headed there by the
end of December.
Allegations of widespread
fraud in Afghanistan's Aug. 20
presidential election threaten to
scuttle the international strategy
to combat the burgeoning
Taliban insurgency, The elections were marred by claims of
ballot box stuffing and voter
coercion.
On Tuesday., one U.S. military official said discussions
within the ()barna administration are ottgoing alum whether
it is even possible to "surge"
enough troops to overcome the
corruption and how crucial a
legitimate
government
in
Afghanistan is to the overall war
strategy. The official requested
anonymity to describe the confidential discussions.
A decision on whether to
hold a runoff election between
Afghanistan President Hamid
Karzai and chief challenger
Abdullah Abdullah, a forrner
Afghan foreign minister, could
come as early as Saturday.

the 14-9 Finance Committee
vote "a critical milestone"
toward getting a health care
overhaul this year. The legislation won its first Republican
support when Snowe broke
ranks with her party. saying she
wits answering the call of histoObama wasn't ready to bask
in the bipartisan glow.
"Now is not the time to pat
ourselves on the back," he said.
"Now is the urne to dig in and
work even harder."
There was no victory lap
either for Finance Committee
Chairman Max Baucus of
Montana. -The bottom line here
is we need a final bill, a merged
bill, that gets 60 votes," he said.
"Our goal is to pass health care
reforna not just talk about it."
Aides say Reid has a keen
sense of what the Senate will
pass and he is focused on finding a solution that can get the 60
votes needed to overcome a
Republican filibuster.
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Special Thanksfrom the Murray-Calloway Co.
Fair Boardfor continued support and
contributionsfrom thefollowing individuals
and local businesses.
Kentucky State Police

CCFSR

Calloway County Sheriffs Dept.

DES

Welch's Concrete

Debra's of Paducah

Murray City Public Works

Phil Hazle

Calloway County Road Dept.

Calloway County Class D

Magistrate Johnny Gingles

Work Program

Danny Flood

Swift Environmental

Forever Green

WKYQ

M & J Contracting

Murray Ledger & Times

Big Apple

Tim Belcher

Music Zone

LaDawn Hale

Kelly Crittendon

Calloway Co. Homemakers

Kaycee Cooper

Todd Powell

Jacob Lemons

Ginny Harper

Terry Crittendon

Mike Garrison

Parker Excavating

Orscheln Farm & Home

Scott England

Tractor Supply of Mayfield

H & R Agri-Power

Odom's Livestock Feeds

Henry Farmer's Coop

Southern States

Judge Larry Elkins

Numerous Judges and 4H

Calloway Co. Fiscal Court
McKeel Equipment

Volunteers
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Wrather Museum hosts
'Picturing America'
A ten-year-old boy, attired
in a "Little L,ord Fauntleroy"
suit, sits on the edge of an
ornately carved chair. Poised
for flight, he digs one toe into
the Oriental carpet.
His hands flop on his knees,
the loosely interlocked fingers
hinting at desperation. "Will I
ever get out of here?'' is the
unspoken message.
Any child who has sat for
a school photo recognizes the
boy's plight. They' relate to the
prissy dress-up clothes, the carefully' combed hair, the expression that is supposed to be
cheerful but has lapsed into
ennui.
This is no school day photo
op, but a famous painting by
John Singer Sargent. "Portrait
of a Boy, 1890" is actually
young Homer St Gaudens, son
of the famous sculptor of that
era, Augustus St. Gaudens.
Horner's sitting was a barter
between two artists.
The elder St. Gaudens sculpted Sargent's sister, VioleL in
exchange for a portrait of his
young son.
John Singer Sargent made
a comfortable living painting
portraits of the rich. Often his
entree into the family began
with a child or children of
wealthy parents.
When the results were agreeable, the father or mother might
be the next subject. Ka-ching!
Homer St. Gaudens* painting was different, however. Sargent did not title the painting
of his young subject with the
family name.
Unlike the pricey portraits
of those with princely fortunes,
; the boy's mother sits in the
: background with a book, an
i indicator that she was present
; to keep the restless boy occu', pied.
Indeed,
according
to
; Homer's adult recollections
t around the sitting, his mother
was vainly attempting to enter; tain him with the story of a
naval battle from the War of
; 1812.
; From the uneasy pose of
the child, it seems pretty clear

that
despite cannon fire and
mayhem at
sea -- the
account did
not keep him
still.
"Portrait
of a Boy,
1890,"
is
part of the
Main Street
"Picturing
By Constance
America"
Alexander
series
of Ledger
& Times
reproducColumnist
tions of fine
works
art
that relate to American histoThe local library is exhibiting one painting each month,
as one of the grantees of this
unique program sponsored by
the National Endowment for
the Humanities. Since July,
library. patrons have viewed
Grant Wood's "Midnight Ride
of Paul Revere" and Winslow
Homer's "Veteran in a New
Field, 1865."
The Sargent 1890 portrait
is next, and it will be on exhibit in the coming month. The
Murray Art Guild hangs the
picture-of-the-month in the
library'. Plans are also underway to display art works at
businesses around the community.
There are forty famous works
of art in "Picturing America."
A display of other art works
in the series is on view at the
Wrather West Kentucky Museum on the Murray State University campus.
Through the collaborative
efforts of MSU's Teacher Quality Institute and the Office of
Regional Stewardship and Outreach, 68 schools in the region
have received "Picturing America" for use and display.
For more information, log
onto
the
site
http://picturingamenca.neh.gov.
Read Main Street online at
www.murrayledgerCOM Contact the columnist directly at
constancealexanderignewwave
COMM.lilt.
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Our Elected Officials
U.S. Rep. Ed Whiffield (R-Ky.)
1 2411 Rayburn House Office Bldg.
: www.hu;,se.gov/whitfiela

Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-225-3115

U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
; 137ARussell Senate Office Building Washington, D.C. 20510
; www.jim__bunning bunning . senate.gov
1-202-224-4343

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
; 361ARussell Senate Office Building
1-202-224-2541 (Washington #)

Washington. D.C. 20510
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Is too much work crowding out other life pursuits
Today's column presents a
much more negative view of
work than the views of Dorothy
Sayers and Michael Novak.
While Sayers and Novak discussed work as a sacred calling, in her essay, "Lost in
Work," Barbara Dafoe Whitehead considered the consuming, invidious nature of work.
Whitehead wrote that it was
little wonder that "E.R." became
America's most popular televirion show.
Whitehead argued that "an
emergency room is the perfect
metaphor for today's culture
of WOrk: a 24-hour work day,
a workplace loaded with dazzling technology.;
a buzz
induced by adrenaline and
fueled by caffeine: and an
overwhelming sense of urgency.
and importance."
"For the medical team in
the E. R.," Whitehead wrote.
"no other domain offers comparable attractions."
And so it is for work in
general. According to Whitehead, "for a growing number
of Amencans, work is gobbling up not only our time but
also our loyalties.**
While
Dorothy Sayers believed we
should "serve the work," Whitehead argued that "especially
for the most well-educated and
successfully employed Ameri-

cans, work identities are overtaking other identities."
"Work itself is crowding out
other life pursuits."
Take family life, for example. According to Whitehead,
"the technology that makes it
possible for parents to work
at home also turns home into
a 24-hour workplace.
Just when it's time to put
the kids to bed. the fax spurts
an urgent communication, the
pager beeps, the e-mail dings.
Along with home as workplace. we are getting workplace as home."
Furthermore:
Whitehead
believes that work is taking a
toll on neighborhood and community life. Whitehead points
out that "membership in community organizations is declining." While some believe this
to be a result of increases in
"women's workforce participation," there has also been "a
25 percent drop in men's participation in community groups"
over the past decade.
Work also has had an impact
on the traditional family vacation.
The "getting-away-from-itall" vacation is disappearing
"as more Americans tote laptops, cellular phones, and
portable faxes to the cottage
and the beach." Sundays have

become just
another
workday,
according to
one study.
"home technologies
begin
to
hum on Sundays around
four p. m.
People Here and
Awn
start calling
By James
on Sunday
Duane Bolin
night to set
up the next Ledger & Times
Columnist
day's meetings, assignments. appointments."
The culture of work has also
had an effect on the institution of marriage. Research
has shown that "the demands
and pressures of building a
career . . can introduce tension and conflict between spousIn addition, "our intimate
lives art increasingly described
not in the language of love
and romance, but in the language of work." For example, we are told to "work" on
our relationship:
we are
instnicted to develop new
"skills" in our love lives; we
are encouraged even to use computerized technologies to locate
potential partners.

Whitehead concludes that we
are increasingly using work to
define who we are. "From
time to time," she wrote, "I
read an obituary that describes
the recently deceased not as
an executive for a phartnaceutical firm or a successful lobbyist, but as a church member or a Red Cross volunteer.
Yet it is increasingly. diffic.ult
to imagine a successful life in
these terms—because we cannot imagine ourselves defined
by anything but our work."
The university has recently
provided me with a new Dell
laptop computer. I thought
how wonderful!
Now. at the end of a workday. I can undcx:k the laptop.
place it in my messenger bag.
and bring it with me as I continue to work at home.
In fact, I am writing this
column on my new Dell laptop, not at my office at the
university, but in my chair in
our "family room" at home
Cammie Jo doesn't seem to
mind.
She is working on her
"homework" too.
Duane Bolin teaches in the
Department of History at Murray State University. Contact
him at work or home at
duane.bolin@murraystate.edu.
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Court costs a 'convicted sinner' tax?
lf you've ever felt the sting
of a traffic ticket "plus court
costs," then you might have
wondered what, exactly, happens to all that extra money.
Some might assume that
"court costs" simply refers to
the price of wasting the court's
time. Forget about "sin taxes"
on cigarettes and booze - here

Narcoti
at St. John
877-447-2

toward spinal cord and head
injury research. up to $3.25
million per year.
Traumatic brain injury programs receive another $5.50 of
the fee. up to a max of $2.75
million per year.
The county jails system
claims S5.50 from each court
fee, up to S2.75 million per
year.
The Cabinet for Health and
Family Services collects S5
from each court fee for the
operation of a telephonic behavioral health jail triage sy stem.
The Department of Public
Advocacy receives S3.50 from
each fee, up to SI.75 million
per year. The Crime Victims
Fund receives S3.40 per fee.
up to $1.7 million per year.
Seventy cents from each fee
goes toward administration of
the Brady Bill gun violence
prevention law, up to S350.000
per year. And county law
libraries receive 50 cents from
each court fee.
'The only court-related item
in the "court costs" breakdown
is S5 for the Deputy Clerk
Enhancement Fund. which is
capped at S2.5 million per year.
So there you have it. Maybe
it'll take the sting out of the
ticket to know that the money
doesn't just disappear into tlw
void.
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Glory Bound Entertainment
plans anniversary program

Jo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
community
Editor

fcberkeemeatarrayledger.ces

.Zmiversary

Wory Bound Christian Entertainment
will observe Its eighth anniversary meeting
on Friday at 7 p.m. at Goshen United
Methodist Church. located on Ky. 121 North
at Stella.
Featured will be The Wesley Chapel Trio
from Fayette, Ala., and the group. Front
Heaven's Sake. Items for Need Line will be
received. Refreshments will be served by the
Goshen United Methodist Church Women,
For more information call Joe Lawrence at
753-5643, Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or
Patrick Lea at 761-2666.

CCSAP will meet Friday

Calloway County Alliance for Substance
Abusitton will meet for a training on a new prevention technique on Friday at 1 p.m. at the Murray Board of Education. Anyone
is welcome to attend

EN(A4,
Panty;

Special Olympics plans event
The Murray/Calloway County Special Olympics will have its fall
family event on Thursday in Hazel. Activities will include a haynde,
cook-out, and pumpkin painting. All eligible athletes, their families
and fnends are encouraged to attend. Call Laura Miller at 293-9054
to RSVP and to get directions.

Photo providISC1
BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION: Thelma Welch of Murray will
celebrate her 103rd birthday on Saturday, Oct. 17. She was
born in 1906 Mrs. Welch is a retired school teacher. She will

celebrate her birthday among family and fhends

Twin Lakes Club will meet
The Twin Lakes Region, Antique Automobile Club of America,
will have its monthly dinner meeting Thursday at 6 p.m. at Majestic
Steak House, Draffenville. The club is open to anyone with an interest in antique vehicles and visitors are always welcome. For more
information. contact Howard Brandon at 753-4389 or Terry Ridgley
at 753-1829.

Angel Alert issued
Q.•

An Angle Alert has been issued for an electric refrigerator for a
family. Anyone having one to donate call the Calloway County
Family Resource Center at 762-7333

Narcotics group will meet
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Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Thursday from 7 to 8 p.m.
at St. John's Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or '877-447-2004.

CCMS Works 4-H Club to meet
Calloway County Middle School Works 4-H Club will meet
Thursday from 3 to 4:30 p.m. in the school cafeteria. All interested
' youth are welcome.

Dusty Spurs Club to meet
4-H Dusty Spurs will meet Thursday at 6 p.m. at the county
extension office.

Murray Main Street plans dinner
Muiray Main Street will have its 1 I tit annual membership dinner
on Monday, Oct. 26, at 6 p.m, at the Robert O. Miller Conference
Center, 201 South 4th St., Murray. Ticket price is $15 per person
and space is limited. Reservations should be made by. Oct. 20 by
calling 759-9474.

Home Department will meet
Home Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Thursday at 1:30 p.m. for a tour of Glendale Place Assisted Living
Community. Refreshments will be served.

Western Kentucky REIA will meet
Western Kentucky Real Estate Investment Association will meet
Thursday at 7 p.m. in the third floor Barkley lecture room of Murray
State University Curris Center.'The group will be talking about entity structuring, tax relief and various means of protecting your
assets." For more information call Greg Taylor, Murray, at 7614289.

Stroke/13rain Injury Group to meet
Murray Stroke/Brain Injury Support Group will meet Thursday
at 5:30 p.m. in the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Center for
Health and Wellness classrooms. The program will be on
"Swallowing Difficulty after Stroke/Brain Injury" by Bridget
Murphy, speech pathologist. Dr. Melissa Jones. psychiatrist, will be
the speaker. For information call Cheryl Crouch at 762-1557.

Murray Art Guild plans workshop
Murray Art Guiid will hold a "Pinhole Camera Workshop" on
Saturday. Oct. 17, according to Debbie Henry Danielson, executive
director. The cost will be $50 for guild members and $75 for non
members. Participants may build their own pinhole camera out of
recycled containers and then learn how to use them and develop
prints in the darkroom. For more inforniation call 753-4059 or email murrayartguild.org.

FUN & FASHION
Clifton and Judy Edwards
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Clifton Edwards of Murray will celebrate
their 50th wedding anniversary on Saturday, Oct. 17. 2009.
Mr. Edwards and the former Judy Mohler were married Oct. 17.
1959, in Celina, Tenn. Their attendants were Judy Turner and Ray
Junior Flenderson.
Mrs. Edwards is the daughter of the late Gilbert Mohler and the
late Nora Usrey Mohler of Brewers. She is a former employee of
The Fisher Price Company and The Briggs & Stratton Company of
Murray.
Mr. Edwards is the son of the late Clinton Edwards and the late
Pauline Gream Edwards ot Dexter. He is a former employee of the
Murray Division of the Tappan Company, and retired from the
Calvert City Division of The B. F. Goodrich Company in 1993.
'The couple has two children, Rita Futrell of Dexter and Renae
McGregor of Gilbertsville, and five grandchildren.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwards will celebrate the occasion with an
anniversary trip to Cumberland Falls.

Lyons will
be honored
for birthday
Mrs. Agnes Lyons of Murray
will be honored at a party in celebration of her 80th birthday on
Saturday, Oct. 17, from 1:30 to
3:30 p.m. in the multipurpose
room of Glendale Road Church
of Chnst, Murray.
This event is being hosted by
her four daughters, Shirley
Blackburn,
Donna
Boyd,
Connie Evans and Bonnie
Davis.
All relatives and friends are
invited. The family requests that
guests not bring gifts.

Murray State University Prof.
Gil Mathis gave a very informative talk to members of the
Murray Rotary Club at a recent
lunch meeting when he spoke on
the economy and how it impacts
everyone.
He said "that we have the hest
economic system in the world,
but capitalism
has both

Calloway County High School Based Decision Making Council
will meet today (Wednesday) at 3:30 p.m. in the media center. The
public is invited.
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strengths
and
problems.
Though things are rough now.
business cycles have actually
gone through 16 recessions
since WWII."
Mathis also talked of the auto
industry and gas prices. inflation
and the national debt, and the
housing market. He said "that
government should only function as a referee in the economy.
not as a player."
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Girls Night Out
V vrs,

Advisor), Council of Calloway County Middle School Youth
Services will meet today (Wednesday) at 3:30 p.m. in room 139 at
the school.

Council plans meeting

Shopping Fair

Calloway County Middle School Based Decision Making
Council will meet tcxlay (Wednesday) at 3:30 p.m. in the media center.

•

Heart VValk Team plans promotion
Murray Bank's Heart Walk team is selling cookbooks as a
fundraiser te benefit the American Heart Association. Cookbooks
are $10 each and can be purchased at either branch. The cookbook
is made up of recipes from bank employees and will be on sale until
Oct 16
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Mathis talks about economy
at Rotary Club meeting

CCHS Council will meet

The annual Murray State
University Student Health Fair
will be today (Wednesday)from
3 to 6 p.m. at the Susan
Bauernfeind Wellness Center on
campus. All screenings are free
of charge and gifts and door
prizes will be given to participants who register.
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nags at haff staff today for Benton soldier

I

FRANKFORT, Ky - Gov. Steve Beshear has directed that flags
at all state office buildings be lowered to halt-staff on Wednesday.
Oct_ 14, in honor of a Kentucky native solider who died while supporting Operation Enduring Freedom.
According to the Department of Defense. Spc. Kevin 1 Graham.
27, of Benton, Ky. died September 26 in Kandahar, Afghanistan, of
wounds suffered when insurgents attacked his vehicle with an
improvised explosive device. He was assigned to the 1st Battalion.
17th Infantry Regiment. 5th Stryker Bngade Combat Team. 2nd
Infantry Division, Fort Lewis, Wash.
Burial services for Graham wIll be Wednesday, Oct. 14 at
Central Texas State Veterans Cemetery m Killeen, Texas. Gov.
Beshear has directed that flags at all state office buildings be lowered to half-staff from sunnse to sunset on that day.

•

It's woff week at Land Between the Lakes
GOLDEN POND, Ky.. (AP)--- Officials at Land Between the
Lakes National Recreation Area hope to say' some nice things
about wolves this week.
It's wolf week at the area with educational programs arid the
chance to view captive red wolves.
Carrie Szwed, public programs coordinator at the spot's
Woodlands Nature Station, said people often regard wolves as
wicked but the animals actually are an integral part of wild
ecosystems.
Special events run through Saturday at the site straddling the
Tennessee-Kentucky border.
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Gov., first lady launch statewide fccd drive
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Gov. Steve Beshear and first lady
Jane Beshear have announced a statewide food drive.
According to a statement from the Kentucky Cabinet for Health
and Family Services, the Kentucky Comrnission on Community
Volunteerism and Service and AmeriCorps traditionally sponsor a
food dnve competition between AmeriCorps programs across the
state. The cabinet's offices statewide also participate.
This year, the food drive has expanded to include other state
agencies, and the governor has encouraged competition among
cabinets under his Make a Difference Day program.
Last year, the state effort collected and distributed 71 tons of
food to local food pantries and emergency feeding centers.

Snowe suggests scenario
for government-run option
By RICARDO ALONSOZALDIVAR
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Sen.
Olympia Snowe, the only
Republican to support the
Finance Committee's health
care bill. said Wednesday she
could foresee a government-run
plan that would "kick in" if private insurers failed to live up to
expectations.
Snowe emphasized that she
still opposes the so-called public
option, but said she also believes
the private insurance market
must yield a system in which
health coverage becomes more
widely accessible and affordable.
"I think the government would
have a disproportionate advantage" in the event of a government-run option, the Maine
Republican said in a nationally
broadcast interview.. Snowe said
"at the same time, 1 want to
make sure the insurance industry. performs, and that's why we
eliminate many egregious practices."
If the industry didn't follow
through on congressionallymandated changes aimed at
overhauling the delivery of
medical services, she said, "then
you could have the public option
kick in immediately."
Snowe previously' had proposed using the public option as
an incentive, or a threat. to pnvate insurers who do not make
their plans affordable by certain
deadlines. This "trigger" option,
or some version of it, has survived the bitter debate and
scrutiny to remain a viable
option for compromise.
Snowe t,roached this standby
notion again as talks among

lawmakers on health care were
going back behind closed doors;
Senate leaders are trying to
merge two very different bills
into a new version that can get
the 60 votes needed to guarantee
passage.
Such a statement from a
Republican can be very intluential in an environment in which
GOP lawmakers almost universally have opposed any kind of
government-run health care
option to compete with pnvate
insurers. It represents a break in
party solidarity, even if finite.
Health care proposals advanced
in the House mostly include
such a government option.
Senate Majority Leader Harry
Reid, D-Nev., has said he wants
to coniplete the wedding quickly
and get historic health care overhaul legislation onto the floor
the week after next.
Both bills were written by
Democrats, but that's not going
to make it easier for Reid. They
share a cotrunon goal, which is
to provide all Americans with
access to affordable health
insurance, but they differ on
how to accomplish it.
The Finance Committee bill
that was approved Tuesday has
no government-sponsored insurance plan and no requirement on
employers that they must offer
coverage. It relies instead on a
requirement that all Americans
obtain insurance.
The Senate Health, Education,
Labor and Pensions Committee
bill, passed earlier by a panel in
which liberals predominate,
calls for both a government plan
to compete with private insurers
and a mandate that employers
help cover their workers.
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HAWKINS TEAGUE/Ledger & Times
SIGHT FIRST: Errol Sanert, lett, of the Murray Lion's Club,
collects donations recently for the Sight First II campaign at a
Murray business.

TimeA -

PRESIDENT'S CONCERT: The Symphonic Wind Ensemble at Murray State University presented their annual President'S
Concert Tuesday night at Lovett Auditonum. Conducted by Dennis Johnson arid John Fannin, the 47-student ensemble per;
formed a selection of pieces for attendees.
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RikCER ROUNDUP

2ND DISTRICT BOYS SOCCER TOURNAMENT

MURRAY ERASES EARLY DEFICIT/
SNUFFS OUT CALLOWAY UPSET BID
I-ULedger &

Times
Prestdentg
ensemble permictiAEL DANN Ledger & Times
Jared Wolfe brought home a second
place finish front the Skyhawk Classic at
Paris Landing State Park Tuesday Th•
Murray State men's golf team finished
second overall in the event.

MSU men,
women
finish
second
WOLFE PACES RACERS;
HINTEREGGER LEADS
WAY FOR LADIES
or MU Seeds bdsmellse
The field of 16 teams playing in the Skyhawk
C assic managed to beat die impending rain
Tuesday arid finish die final round at Paris
Landing State Resort Park in Paris, Tenn.
The Murray State Racers beat the rain too and
eyery team in the field, except for champion
Central Arkansas. The Ftacers' 54-hole 289-270288=847 was eight shots off the 839 pace set by
CAU.
Jared Wolfe paced the Racers with a secondplace finish in the field of 89 players with rounds
of 69-66-70-205, while Nick Newcomb had a
fourth-place showing after scores of 73-664=209. Cameton Carrico rallied to a 10th place
ppsitiori with scores of 74-70-73=217, with
MSU's Chris Griffin taking 14th with scixes of
75-68-75=218. William Hunt was 45th with
rOunds of 73-75-78=226.
The MSU Gold tearn also had a good showing corning in with a fourth-place finish after
scores of 289-290-292=871, only one shot
behind third-place Tennessee Tech at 870.
Patrick Newcomb and Tyler Brown led die
way with a share of 14th place. Newcomb had
scores of 70-74-74=218, while Brown carded
rounds of 76-70-72=218. Dustin Gosser and
Hunter Ford shared 20th place. Gosser turned in
rounds of 72-74-73=219, while Ford had 71-7474=219. James Stevenson was 42nd after scores
of 80-72-73=225.
The Racers have two events remaining on
tlieir 2009 fall schedule with a Monday, Tuesday
date at the Austin Peay Intercollegiate. The event
Will be contested at the Links at Novadell Golf
Course in Hopkinsville.
MSU finishes the fall Nov. 1-3 in DeLane,
Fla. at the Stetson University Invitational at
Actoria Hills GC_
Hinteregger toads the way for ladies
The Murray State women's team came home
with a second place finish at the Lady Red Wolf
Classic at the Jonesboro, Ark. Country Club after
Iliesday's final round was rained out.
The field of 13 teams tried to get their round
in, but were called to the clubhouse after only a
few holes.
The Racers had scores of 316-304520 and
finished eight shots behind host and winner
Arkansas State who had scores of 304-30812.
MSU's Alexandra Hinteregger turned in a
fourth place in a field of 67 players with scores
of 79-73=152, while Megan MclCinney finished
I Oth after scores of 79-75=154. Joyce Trus had
a spot in 17th place with rounds of 79-78=157,
while Caroline Lagerborg was in 24th place with
rounds of 79-8159. Andrea Downer took 27th
place after carding scores of 82-78=160.
Morgan Cross played the event as an individual and finished 27th with scores of 79-81=160.
Troy was third at 629. while South Alabama
(629), Memphis(629) and Drury (632)rounded
out the top six tearns.
The Racers have two events remaining on
their fall schedule.
Monday and Tuesday, they play in
Clarksville, Tenn. at Clarksville Country Club in
the Austin Peay Intercollegiate. MSU closes out
the fall season Oct. 26-27 at the Pat Bradley
Invitational at Pelican Preserve GC in Fort
Myers, Fla.
Harsrsavss bastarsd by OVC
The Ohio Valley Conference named Murray
State sophomore Sophie Hargreaves Offensive
player of the Week for efforts this past weekend
against Eastern Illinois.
o Sep RACERS,2B

-metier DILLARD Ledger & T:rneS
Calloway County forward Nick Holl attempts to get past the defense of Murray's Mark Stubblefield during Tuesday's
3-1 Tiger victory
in the 2nd District semifinals at Mayfield's Bill Hale Soccer Field. Murray advances to face Marshall County In Thursday
night's championship.

MURRAY WILL SQUARE OFF AGAINST MARSHALL COUNTY THURSDAY FOR CHAMPIONSHIP
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
MAYFIELD, Ky. — Calloway
County coach Brandon Morris could
have taught a clinic on how to defend
Murray's high-powered offense.
Step one: Don't give Matt Hines
tirne with the ball.
Step two: Don't give Alex Bokeno
space with the ball.
Morris' Lakers did just that for the
majority of 80 tninutes in Tuesday
night's 2nd District semifinal at
Mayfield, but two late first-half goals
erased an early Calloway advantage
and an insurance score in the second
half gave Murray a 3-1 victory.
Of the three goals, two came off
the foot of Bokeno, the other off the
head of Hines.
"You have to stay tight on those
two." Morris said. "Their first goal
was just Matt Hines' great skill and
the second was a through ball where
Bokeno's speed just helped him pull
away."
The quick anti agile forward duo
helped Murray stave off a Calloway
.upset bid that was bolstered by the
wet and sloppy weather conditions.
The field played to the Lakers'
advantage, helping to neutralize
Murray's athleticism, but the Tigers.
ranked No. 14 in the state in the latest
coaches poll, wouldn't let Mother

Nature bnng their season to a premature end.
"We'd much rather have a dner
field," said Murray coach Jim Baurer,
who will lead his team against
Marshall County in a battle of top
seeds in Thursday night's championship game.
"It's better for our style of play,
but we were able to adjust a little bit.
It was still slower than we like to
play."
The weather played a direct role in
Calloway's first and only goal of the
night. which came just seven minutes
in and gave the Lakers a 1-0 advantage they held until the 22-minute
mark.
Murray goalkeeper Will Hudson
got his hands on a Jared Shankle shot,
but the ball slipped through his wet
gloves and into the net. putting the
Tigers on their heels.
The Ulcers had several other early
chances to build on that lead.
"We were definitely worried,"
Hudson said of the early deficit.
"Calloway came out with a sense of
urgency. They could have been up 3O. I thought we were mentally ready.
but we just came out slow."
The Tigers began to wake up midway through the half and got the
equalizer on a Hines header in the
box. The ball was initially punched

away by Calloway keeper Reid
McDaniel, but Hines got a second
chance on the rebound and delivered
another header to the back of the net.
After 15 minutes of stalemate, the
Tigers got the go-ahead goal just
before halftime when Bokeno be.at
his defender to a Dillon Ward through
pass and sent a ground pall past
McDaniel, giving Murray its first
lead of the night.
After seeming to wear down
toward the end of the first half,
Calloway came out re-enetgized in
the second and had several scoring
chances on balls deflected by
Hudson.
Hudson collected two saves on the
night and had two crucial full-extension punch-aways on arcing shots
headed for the top of the net.
"He was having trouble holding on
to the ball and didn't feel too good
about the wet on his gloves, so he was
trying to punch it more than taking a
chance on catching it," Baurer said.
Murray finally netted a security
goal with 21 minutes remaining when
Bokeno got his own rebound off a
deflection and scored.
While the Tigers advance, the
Lakers watched their roller-coaster
season come to an end.
Calloway never played with a
fully intact starting I I during the reg-

This Week
2nd District Tournament

(at Mayfiekli
Monday
(3) Graves Co 5. 16) CCA 3
(4) Calloway Co 6. (51 Mayfield 2
Tuesday
(11 Murray 3. (4) Calloway Co 1
(2) Marshall Co 2.(3) Graves Co 0
Thursday
i.21 Marshall Co vs (1) Murray 8 p m

ular season but seemed to peak over
the last two games. The Lakers started the season 4-3. then endured a 10game stretch in which they didn't
post a victory.
Monday night's 6-2 first-round
win over Mayfield was Calloway's
first victory since Sept. 15.
Morris said his team, which loses
four players to graduation but returns
a solid base of juniors and sophomores, couldn't have made him any
prouder on Tuesday.
"We came out exactly the way we
needed to," he said. "We put one in,
got a lead and had some great opportunities. Defensively. our guys held
strong, as strong as you can poSsibly
hold a tearn like Murray.
"(Defenders) Leighton Dale and
Zach Fortenbery stayed tight on
Hines arid Bokeno for the entire second half."

4TH DISTRICT VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT ROUNDUP

Lady Tigers fall short in
district championship
DESPITE LOSS, MHS
WILL PLAY IN
RlEGIONAL
TOURNAMENT AFTER
THREE-YEAR HIATUS
By KYSElt LOUGH
Staff Writer
Whatever magic sparked the dramatic
win against Christian Fellowship Monday
night seemed to vanish into thin air for
the Murray High Lady Tigers on Tuesday.
The Lady Tigers quickly found themselves playing from behind to defending
district champion Marshall County and
eventually fell in straight sets, by scores
of 25-9 and 25-15.
MHS head coach Breanna Volp said
her team seemed to come out dead in the
first set against Marshall County. and
couldn't quite recover. After falling

behind 7-1 after a string of points by
Marshall County that included poor serve
returns off Marshall's Jessie Harrison
Volp called a time out to rally the troops.
Murray came back out and managed to
gain points while holding Marshall fairly
close until a six-point run led by
Harrison's serves took them under.
"I think we were definitely intimidated. They have a lot of tall girls and a lot
of good hitters," Volp said.
'The second set showed promise that
Murray High wasn't going to go down
without a fight as the girls rallied to make
a stand. After Marshall County struck
first, the Lady Tigers answered with three
points including a kill by Murray's Taylor
Butler that was right inside the line.
Leading 3-1. the Lady Tigers again fell
victim to serve returns as Marshall
County's Rebecca Fletcher managed to
skip two serves off the net that dropped.
Down 11-6. the Lady Tigers staged
•See MHS, 2B

KYSER LOUGH / L edger 'Times
Murray High's Catherine Claywell goes to the net against
Marshall County's Leigh Toby during the second set of
Tuesday night's district championship. The Lady Tigers
fell to the defending district champion 2-0.
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2009 Chevy
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• Power Sunroof
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Ex-UK coach school
settle suits for $2.9M
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)
Former men's basketball coach
the
Gillispie
and
Billy
University of Kentucky have
settled their cases o-ver his firing
for nearly $3 million, the school
said Tuesday.
Gillispie was dismissed earlier this year and sued for breach
of contract and fraud in May.
seeking at !east Se million. The
university countersued.
He had not signed a contract
dunng ttis two years coaching
the Wildcats to a 40-27 record
but was working under a memorandum of understanding. He
charged that he should have
been paid $1.5 million per year
for four of the five years left on
the deal.
In a statement, the university
said the lawsuits were settled
through mediation. The agreement, signed Tuesday, said
Gillispie would receive a little
more than $2.98 million. About
$260,000 will be paid by the
university for attorney's fees, as
well as about S5,600 in mediation fees.
Gillispie's
attorney,
Demetrios
Anaipakos
of
Houston, said *Tuesday night that
Gillispie was glad to have the
case settled.
"He looks fory:ard to coach-

Murray Ledger & Times

101. Haverstock Insurance Agency

ing basketball again soon,"
Anaipakos, who
was in
Houston, said in a telephone call
to The Associated Press.
Anaipakos said Gillispie
would have rather worked
things out with the university
amicably than tile a lawsuit. The
agreement signed Tuesday, however, was "significantly" more
than the university's best offer
previously, which "vindicated"
his decision to sue, Anaipakos
said.
The university's statement
said it would have no further
comment, but the agreement
said the settlement was not an
admission of liability and was
made only to avoid further
expense, controversy and litigation.
The lawsuit, which Gillispie.
filed in federal court in Dallas,
also contended the school's athletics association was in breach
of contract and committed fraud
because Kentucky never intended to honor the egreement.
The
dispute
was not
Gillispie's only remaining legal
matter in Kentucky. Last week, a
Judge set a February trial date in
a drunken-driving case against
Gillispie. His lawyer has said
Gillis* is considering a plea
. deal.
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Nationat Football League
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Named to the Fourth Distict Ali-District team Tuesday night were Marshall County's
Rebecca Fletcher, Katt* Kriesky and Jessie Harrison; Murray High's Kathryn Wlison and
Catherine Claywell; Calioway County's Emily McKnight and Christian Fellowship's Abby
Pace
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Special 2009 Event: PcmY Rides

Children's Pedal Tractor Pull
Kids < 50# 11 a.m.• Kids > 50# 1 p.m.

our car or truck com ran

From Page 18
another run and, led by
Catherine Claywell, brought
the score to 11-10. They would
hold on but never get as close to
regaining the lead before falling
to Marshall County.
"Our problem all year has
been service and passing,- Volp
said. "Whenever we get a gOod
pass, we get a good set and can
usually get a good kill. But we
had spurts where we had a lot
of good passes in a row and
then spurts where we would
have bad passes.
"So we could stay with a
team and then kind of let up and
they took it away from us in the
end.Two ?ANS players were
named to the All-District team.
Claywell and !Cathryn Wilson.
"They really stepped up ...
they were pretty solid yesterday
and today both," Volp said of
Claywell and Wilson.
The team now prepares for
next week's opening of the First
Region Tournament. Both
Marshall County and Murray.
High advance to the tournament.
The drawing for teams is this
weekend and Volp said her
team's loss means they will
now face a top seed in the tournament instead of a second
seed.
To prepare, the team will
spend the rest of the week practicing and working to get ready
for whoever they will face.
-We're going to work a lot
on serve receive and covenng
our blocks,- Volp said.

iii Racers
From Page 1B
Hargreaves led Murray State
to a 3-1 victory over Eastern
Illinois as she scored two goals
off five shots this past Sunday to
help the Racers improve to 3- -0
in the OVC. Her first goal c,ame
off a comer kick in the 17th
minute to give the Racers a 1-0
lead. Her second goal came later
in the half in the 27th minute on
penalty kick. She had a gamehigh five shots with two being on
goal as she played all 90 minutes
of the match.
This is the first OVC Player
of the Week Honor for
Hargreaves in her career.
MSU will be back in action
Friday at 3 p.m. as they host
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practice squad Reieased DE Alex Field
horn the practice squad
BALT IMOFIE RAVENS —Signed ArFt
04end Tyree Waived TE. Tony Corns
CINCINNATI BENGALS--Ressased C
Brad St Louis Signed C Clark Hams,
DALLAS COWBOYS--Risleased Ca
Gets Gordon Re-signed REI ChaunOeY
Wsehinglon to the practkm squad
'
SAN FRANCISCO 4SERS--Signed
Khalif Mitchell to the practice squad
SEATTLE SEAHAWKS—Placed OT
Etrantkx, Frye on slowed reserve Signed
OT Damon McIntosh
TAMPA BAY BUCCANEERS—Signed
WN Vernon Figurs Released LB Mart
McCoy Signed OL Marc Dile to the practice squad Released WA Pai Carter and
DT Rashaao CYuncar, from the Practioa
squad
MOTORSPORTS
Nationwide
NASCAR- -Suspended
Sense crew member Robert Good (No
26 Dodge tearM indefinitely tor yodeling
the substance abuse policy
COLLEGE
NEVADA—Suspended OT Make Galled
!Of the rest 01 the season for violating
team rules
NEW MEXICO—Suspended football
coach. Mike Lccksley 10 days for his rooe
in an incident with a member of his
coaching staff on Sept 20. in the Lobo
football administrative offices
NEW MEXICO STATE—Suspended RE
Marguell Colston atter he was charged
with a thIrd-degree felony
PURDUE—Suspended men's basketball G Lewis JaCkson fOr two exhitortion
games and the regular-season opener
for, violating team and NCAA rules

Admission $5.00 iper5on

gislairser ,
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NAllONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
Tuesday s Sports TreneaceOrse
By The Associated Pleat
BASEBALL
American Lomas
TORONTO Ell LJE JAYS—Narned Dana
Brown acnoCel asststare to tee genera
manager Ryan Mothernan coomknatoc of
amateur scouting and Many ElnbinOer
coordinator of professional scouting
National League
SAN DIEGO PADRES--Assigned RHP
Josh Geer OF Drew MOMS INF Lust
Roartquez &no C Eisszer Akonzo outnght
to
Portend
(PCL I
Announced
Rodnguez and Attonzo elected to
become tree agents
SAN FRANCtSCO GIANTS--Signed
general manager Bnan Sabean and
manage, Bruoe BC1Cr”, k, hen-year contrite"! extensions
BASKETBAL
National Basketball Association
NBA—Fined wasn.ngton
(3iDert
Arenas $25.(0) tor teeing to make harked ayeasble to the media tor interviews
Fined the Washington Wizards organize.
non S25,000 tix tailing to ensure that rts
ptayers comply with NSA media interview roles
ATLANTA HAWKS—Waived G Aaron
Miles and G Frank Robinson
LOS ANGELES CLIPPERS--Exerctsed
thee third-year contract option on G Enc
Gordon and Itte fourth-year °peon on F
Al Thornton
SAN ANTON10 SPURS—Reeased F
Dwayne Jones

SIC. #GC9073

MSRP
Peppers Discount
Rebates

e.•

For more details call (270)809-3327

Alex HInteregger finished
fourth at Arkansas Tuesday
for the MSU women's golf
team, whose touinament
was suspended because of
weather.
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COORDiNATOR, AISM-1511-061A34.
NOTICE
l'u Unknown Defendanta who may have any legal or equitable right, title.
einate. hen. or interest in the property described below.
Re Calloway Circuit Court, Civil Action No. 09-CI-446, Donald Herter and
Anna Herter. Plaintiffs v. Noah F. Garland: Commonwealth of Kentucky;
County of Calloway; and any otIter persons claiming any legal interest in
property Defendanta
The undersigned was appointed Warning Order Attorney by the Calloway
Circuit Court to notify the Unknown Defendants who may have any legal oi
equitable right. title. estate, hen, or interest in the property may have an
interest in the property of: the south half of Lot 970. in Unit 4 of the Pane Blue
Shores Subdishaion, aa shown by plat of said subdivision recorded in Plat Book
2. Page 75. -n the Calloway County Court Clerk's Office Murray. Kentucky A
lawsuit hats been filed to quiet title i and more particularly described in the lawsuiti The Plaintiff asserts that they have actual possession of the property and
have been in such porweenon for 15 years pnor to filang this complaint
Unless a defense or answer to the lawaua as rnade by you on or before
November 16, 2009, a Judgment by default may be granted against you. Copier
of the Complaint can be obtained from the Clerk of the Calloway Circuit Court,
Callowsy Canny Judicial Building, 312 North 4th St.. Murray. KY 42071
Jeanne' Carroll. Esq.
SO4 L/2 B. alb St.
Murray, KY 471071
WARNING ORDER ATTORNEY

Murray State University is accepting bids from
qualified contractors, for a chillerf000ling tower
replamment proyect. at Breatlutt Veterinary Center.
Hopkinevalle, ICY There will be a pre-bid oratftsrence at 10 00 am. October 21. 2009 located at BVC
Hopkuusiille Bids will be open October 29. 2009
at 2 00 p m at the General Senna? Building,
Murray. KY Contractors nay receive copy of the
bid advertisement by coetaeung Steven Stapleton
,270 (109-4099 arad referencing CC-1898-10

IMC.

I

Treat

TRIO(Upward Bound-Math and Science
Murray State University Position to begin
November 2, 2009 QUALIFICATIONS
Bachelors Degree Required Degree in Math.
Science. Computer Science, Health Scienoes.
Agocutture. Engineering or related field preterror' Master's Degree in Counseling.
Education, Human Services, Communcations
or related held preferred Must have two years
expenence waking with low income, first generation students Expenence working mitt secondary students parents. and high school personnel needed Must have knowledge of college admissions, academic requirements, the
financial aid process, and web page Oesogn
Excellent oral and written communicabon
and erne management skills required.
RESPONS4BIUTIES. Plans workshops and
activities for particic.ants dunng the acataemoc
year C,00rdinates daytime classes and
evening classes dunng the sumrne. component Conducts bimonthly school visits and college preparation workshops Aomonisters rnerh
tonng program, publishes monthly newsletter,
and maintains web page Evening and weekend work required durvig the six-week resodero
eel summer prograrn, and ocr-asionally throughout the year. Salary commensurate vat expenonce and education Application Deedlins.
October 23, 2009. TO APPLY Seed letter of
aPplocation, resume, and names of three professional references to Dons Clark-Sam
Ph.D.. Director of AIMS Program, Murray State
Untversity, 240 Blackburn Scoence
Murray, KY 42071. AIMS is a program of the
U.S. Department of Education Equal educaton & ampioyment opportundy. let(F/D/, AA
Empinyer
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STATE UNIVERSITY

GET THE1 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.0.PER

CHARLIE S Antique
Mall & Soda Fountain
seelung a Dart time
clerk Must
have SOMA computer
skills and be acile to
type. Apply inside No
phone calls

moNTH
753-1916
COMMUNITY
Thrift
Store
312 N. Market St.
Pans, TN 38242
(7311707-0311
Clothing, housewares.
electronics. furniture.
and noliday decor.
Taking donations of all
kinds to benefit various
local groups
NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
the first Insertion of
their ed for any
error Murray Ledger
& Times will be
responsible for only
one Incorrect Insertion. Any error
should be
reported Immedlatiely so corrections can
be made

THE Murray Ledger
& rinses considers
its sources reliable,
but inaCcuracies do
occur.
Readers
using this information dO So at their
own nsk Although
persOns and companies
mentioned
herein are believed
to be reputable, The
Murray Ledger &
Times, nor any of its
employees accept
any
responsibility
whatS0ever for their
activities.

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murray ledger corn.
you will he redinected
yorinetwork com
fis default.
Murras and local yob
lisungs will appear on
this webute
However. as a national
website. not all listings
on the yobnetwork cum
ire placed through
the Murray Ledger
& TLITYS Pkasc
us tf you have nu
quesuons regarduig
the Murray area
yob listings Thank you
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lb Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens
or Ashley Morris
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_- UP-

Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with payment
Murray L.edger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, HY 42071
Or call 4701 753-1916

MC

ADMINISTRATIVE
Assistant
Approximately 1 6
hours per week
Computer skills
required
Send resumes to
farmingtonchurch C wk
net 0(
PO Box 1 72
Farmington, KY 42040
IMMED!ATE Full-time
receptionist Excellent
people. phone, computer & typing skills
and able to leam new
Software applications
Mail resurnes to PO
Box 1040-F. Murray.
KY 42071.
LPN/RN part-time 1 Op6a, flair & Fn Apply in
person at Green Acres
HealthCare. 402 W.
Farthing, Mayfield KY.
MECHANICS
Apprentice.
Good
pay/benefits ivhile you
train Medical. 30 days
vacation/yr
$ for
school HS grads ages
17-34. Call Mon-Fri
1800-777-6289.

All line ads
placed In our
paper are
posted on
our webette
for tree!

MAInu.soiact Coordinator.
Registrar's Office, Murray State University
Regular, full-Urne, non-tenure position to begirt
November 2(vD9 Qualifications Bachelor's
degree required, A degree in business or computing preferred Master's degree preferred.
Strong logic.al and analytical skills with proven
expenence in a vanety of computer software
vetti programmong or encoding expenence
preferred. redLantem/ u.Select or other
degree audit experience preferred Strong
oral and written COmmuniCabOn Skiffs required
Responsibilrties' Programming and
maintenance of comptrtenzed electronic
degree audit (MAP) and web-based transfer
program (u.select): woriong mit faculty across
campus on changes in degree programs arid
courses. Approving and eritenrig course subsutuuons in MAP system and tor processing all
maioriminoradvisor changes Perform routine
updates to u select and working with the
University of Kentucky to ensure u select is
functioning correctly. Conduct training for stu
dents, fact/fry and staff on how to read MAP
reports and on general academic policies
Provide assistance to faculty advisors who
have questions about MAP reports Assists
the Registrar on any ottier proiects as needed.
Application Deadline: Postmarked by
October 23, 2009. To apply:
Send letter of application and resume to
Tracy Roberts, ALting Registrar.
113 Sparks KA Murray, KY 42071
Women and minorities Ile emotonted to
Murray State University it en equal education end
emptoyment oppoettrely WF/D, AA employer

Mediacom

Cable Television Job Opportunities
Mediacorn is seeking a DIRECT SALES
REPRESENTATIVE to promote and sell Caber
TV, Internet and Phone serve>ss in Western and
Central Kentucky through door-to-door sales
This base salary plus commission sales position
includes wnting installahon orders for service,
collection of account funds, and performing
suoscnber audits Medecom offers a flexible
work schedule, comperetNe compensation
structure and a comprehensive benefa
paciiage The successful candodate will hold
a satisfactory drenng record and reliable
transportation High School Diploma or
equivalent and strong communication skills
are essential tor success.
Applications will be accepted until positions are
filled APPLY AT carsars.modlacomicc.com
Medoacom is an Equal Opportunity Empeayer

NOTICE
JOB POSTING
..

POSMON: IT

Coordinator

& 2 Bedroom Apartments
:
Water, sewer. trash & Cable TV included
Appliances included. No PETS! :

I
POSITION POSTED IS FOR FULL TIME
EMPLOYMENT
Full lob descripbons and tot, appbcabons that
can be completed and siibmrtted online can be
obtained at. viewr.murrayky.gov or at the Crty
Clerk's office located in City Hall at 104 N. 5ff)
Street If you have queshoris concerning this
pcsrbon, Pease contact Human Resources at
270-762-0350 ext 103.

Deedline for accepting applications
5:00 p.m. Thursday, October 22, 2009
Thii City of Murray is an EOE

West

InScnbe, local company with online school,
learning to be a
Medical
Traneenpborvist, end
have a ;ob. info sharing ovary Monday
1 Oarn arsd every
Thursday
6pm in October caa
270-761-0133
Seeking part-time monister of rnusic and worship for SBC church.
&lanced style with
experieraa3 in multimedia creabve worshm. Responsible for
a comprehensive worship monistry that
includes all ages voth
a particular focus on
leadership of large
adult choir as well as
praise team and musicians. Applicant
should possess the
character, Was and
personality to lead
others in meaningful
worship expenences
through a vanety ot
ways (wwwwbcmurrayorg) Submit
rOSUTO to Westside
Baptist Church Attn
Music Search
Committee, 207
Robertson Rd South,
Murray, KY 42071 by
November 15, 2009
STA,FF
Accountant/CPA successful CPA firm
offenng competitive
salary 4 day work
week 2yrs potato
accounting expenence
and BS in accounting
required Email
resume confidentialty
to Julie0&scoot com

HOLIDAYS
ARE
NEAR/
DO
YOU
NEED YOUR HOUSE
CLEANED/
270-293-5.906

Etry

BUYING oid U.S Com
collections
Paying
Blue Book value
293-6999

ANTIQUES, Call Larry

$295

1 OR 2br apts. nea
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109
1BR apartment. All utilities pad, arid hook-up.
5550 per month plus
deposit. 270-227-4325
1BR, pnce reduced,
various
locations
Coleman RE
753-9898.
2BR duplex. C/H/A,
'various
locations .
Coleman RE.
753-9898

Country Metals
& Buddmg
Supplies -

ances. Coleman RE

12701(170-708a

TuCKER Equitation
Endurance Trail
Saddle. serial a
061496004W, e xceilent condition. saddle
onty retails $1,700
new with blanket &
tack, all for
$1,000/C430. Call
(270)22743932

REFRIGERATOR and
Whirpool sett cleaning
stove Best offer
873-8133

LARG.E
'SELECTION
uste APPLIANC 11,
WARID ELKINS

(270) 753-1713

TOP oualtty
consignment furniture.
accessories and
antiques
Read Interiors
603 Main St
753-6361

YAMAHA G-2 Grand
Piano. 5' 7". High polish ebony finish, very
noce piano. S8,200•
tax delivered.

3pt. htleh double disc
plow. 492-8774

LARGE 3BR
753-601 2

2EIR Duplex, CAVA,
aN appriances, newly
remodeled. 1003.4,
`aa.
Northwood.
(2701753-0259
2BR near Mall, appiiances
furniShed.
C/H/A Coleman RE
753-9898

NNW

I

Soak Mamas For Rant

CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benison Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

Firewood. 293-2487.

to kw

Appiy In parson at Britthaven of Banton
2607 Main Street Hwy 841 S Banton, KY
42025 EOE/AAE
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

270-767-9111
Specializing in newly built

Overview of Duties Proi.ncles tecnnocal and
administrative s.ipport for crty information systems and infrastructure, desktop, telecommunication, and network systems

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgracies
759.3555

Eirdthaven of Benton is currently accepting
applications for the following positoon RN
full-time afternoon shift. We offer competitive wages and an excellent benefit package
Must be licensed in the State of Kentucky

W*14.rnurraykyapartments.com

The Cri'y of Murray has the following !oh
opportunity

(270)437-4432

4BR. C/H/A, all appli
753-9898.

Forflint:
UNIVERSITY Heights
Apts. is now accepting
applications for 1 & :2
BR rental assisted
apartments. M-W-111.
8-2:30. 1734 Campbell
St. 759-2282 Hearing
Impaired only 1-800E48-6056.
Eqoal
Housing Opportunity.;
VERY Noce Large,
2-Bedroom. 2-Bath
Duplex, completely
remodeled. centralieat./aur. washer/dryer.
all appliances furnished, great location
no pets,
non-smoiung
$650.00/month, one
year lease. deposit arid references
required. 753-5719.
VERY Noce 2Bedroom, 1 -Bath
Duplex, centralheaVair, washendryer,
all appliances furnished. great locatioro
no pets,
non-smoking
$600 00/morith. one
year lease. deposit
and referenoes
required. 753-5719.

Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments

4231
1
Rooms For Rirs
I

1505 Diuguld Dnic
Murray. KY 43)7I
Ow and Two
Bedroom Apartments
274-753-85M

Study in paradise.: 9
miles from campus
515
Saddle
Ln 1
$400/mo
•
206-883-621 9 .

la

1-1114.545-1103
Est 233 A

i

Ewe oppaluntly

GR EAT
apartment.
close to MSU, quiet
neighborhood. 2BR,
1BA. w/d included. no
pets. $400/mo Deposrt
& lease required.
293-5871.

2 & 3BR available,
venous locatoons.
Cokiman PE
753-9898
2&4 Bedroom houses
lease & deposit
required. 753-4109

HAZEL Apartments
Ncw taking applications for 1 & 2br units
Rent based on income
Mobility impairment
accessbie
Phone
492-8721
Mon
&
Thurs
10-12am TDD No.
1-800-648-6056
Equal
Housing
Opportunity

2-BEDROOM. 2-13a1
House. completely
remodeled, centralheatrair. washer/dryer,
all appliances furnished, quiet location
near lake, no inside
pets, non-smokong. •
$700.00/month, one
year lease, deposit
and references •
required. 753-5719.

HAZEL New one bedroom Appliances
water. sewer trash
electnc included
5550/mo
(2701492-8211

2BR Newly rede
c-ortst
7
ed. New heating/AO
units. Stove, hidge,W/D hook-ups Nip
pets. Reffleaseided.
Water. sewer. trash paid Cardinal Dr in
aftY $515.
(270)767-1176

LARGE 38FI apt.
newly remodeled on
c.arnpus.
W&D.
$600 water, sewage &
trash furnished, no
pefs.759-4696.
293-4600
NICE, large 2BR, 2BA
duplex AN appliances
No pets. $500/mo.
dep. 436-5927
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Secuon
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Or
Monday,
Wednesday. Fnday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD el -800448-6056

2BR. Appl., HVAC.
WAD hook-up.
refaisase/deposit $525
after 5. 227-4113
3 BR. 2 BA manufactured home, close; to
KY lake and TN ;KY
border
S600
per
month
Additonal
acreage availabe for
livestock at an additional charge
731-232-6155
3BR. 1BA $675
month. 978-0742.

per

HOUSE with garage
for rent in Hazel. KY.
must have references
S450 month 4 s4s0

security.
(270)978-7441 '

753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors. 436-5235,
227-6004

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-ab
753-7668

411-;*ednesday, October 14, 2808
;

Murray

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Tinses‘

370
Prep
For Sale
REDUCED'
38R, 1-12 Bath
beautiful large comer
IOC lots of storage
759-2475

ksl'ilki I
l'a% int!
-59-115111

REDUCED- 3S68 ST
RT
94
EAST- IS
WHERE YOU WILL
FIND THIS 3 BEDROOM,1 BATH COMPLETELY
REMODELED
HOME NEW
COUNTER
TOPS.NEW
STOVE.LIGHT FIXTURES.3 BEDROOM
COULD
BE
A
DEN.C/H/A. $59,900
MLSO 51624 ACREE &
ASSOCIATES REALTY CALL RENEE
270-705-1027

111111 U.S. Hwy 121 By-Pase
Next to Farrn Bureau 10,000 sq
ofhce buildang Can be (fended into
three units of 3 333 sq ft awn
Cal 270-29342Se or 279-759-40111

Rentals

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
Climate Control
Electricity

%Arta,

AU sizes to
fit )our Deeds
Located tr.i
kale.* redie station
759G&C
:StORAGE and
PROPANE
e •.
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
xi&(270)
293'4183
I 9 a.m.-4pm M-F
xrdi )10,
\IItt

Xt.1

• -JAL RENTALS
• MINI-STORAGE
728 S. 4TH SE
.
..arace ot 12i s.&Gleeilikl
J$X10$25 10x15 $11
. ire)436-2524
a 270i 293-69116

i

PREMIER
•
ININISTORAGE
"•InS,de climate control
storage
'•Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls
•
753-9600

For Sale
1440' sq ft bldg fo
-lease, Great locabon
has gas heat
978-0402
PROFESSIONAL
office space for lease_
Appx. 1,500 sq.ft.
978-0402

carnincs; Prop Fat
Commercall burlding
tor sale or lease. High
traffic Great visibility.
978-0402.

Ledger

T ie... Fait

Homan% Act Noel.
Ali real estate adirrhsed herein
o shams
,to tiy Federal Fau
Housing Act, which makes it
inept advertee any mere,
ence.
or discrimination haseq on rare. AL.,. reitpun. ,et nandkap tainkhai itaNs or national ongm. imam
non to make in, such perer
ences, hirtitehons or dramatis,.
non
State Law, timbal dmcnmmation
in the sale rental or adverteang
or real estate based on factors rn
addition to those pmterted
under lederal Law
We will knowingtv mew: am
advertrang tor leaf estate whit+
ts not in Liolatacin oi iak
persons art herbs irdormed
that a:!
adverme are
aL aLlahle 3,1 an equal opportu.
nits hams
For turther assistance wrth Fair
Housing Adverttsing requirements contact NAA lournel
Rene P. Milarn,(703) Ma-10131)

1110.140,01.1,

1

11311
1a Prepay
LAKE LOT
BLOW-OUT
2+ ACRE LAKE LOT
,, NW FREE BOAT
SLIPS!
Just
524,900

was $59,9P0
Located or 160 000
acre Kentucky Lake.
Entoy swimming pool,
walking trails, pnvate
park. more Excellent
fir.ancing. Call ROW
1-800-704-3154. x
3293. kylakesate com

Land for sale. 90K. 4.5
acre lot. Oaks County
Ciub Rd. 978-0053

5-Arrins.
Wady fri.bk.dr1
apprese
Irom Parry Lariallv
S25-04e.
Cortiacr
Pam Si/yd.
,
Lake Fivaltc.
6471
Aillit,r..ts
Eitkhanao IN 38222:

AKC Mini Pn puppies,
3-fernales, bom July 1,
2009 $350 00-prece
parents on Premises
978-1550
DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858

Feeder pigs, $35
227-8627
KELLY FARMS
For Sale
VVheat Straw bales
10 or more
52 00 a bale
Square & round
bales. horse quahty
Cell: 293-6755
Nights: 753-8697

1008 Southwood 4plex
280K 978-0074

SPECIAL!!!

11,000-SQ.FT home
in country. 6BR. 6BA.
indoor pool, gymnasium. (26' tall ceiling),
5acres lake. lots of
outside decks. 5 acres
up to 90acres.
559-2032
3BR, 2BA. brick 1.800
sq .ft. living room,
C/H/A. 1705 Miter.
Murray $79,500.
270-395-2923.
270-556-0726
ENERGY saving new
home. 2,244 sq ft
under roof. 3BR, 2BA.
(cath ceilings), 2 c.sr
garage, concrete drive,
patio & front porch. no
city taxes. $8,aoo
rebate. first time buyers. 210-3781.
559-2032
FSBO 3BR, IBA. 1.2
acres, 24x30 separate
garage Hardin.
293-5916. 703-2477
705-1978.

ThiS 1x1.5
could be yourS
for ONLY 585
per month.

Up to 20 words
(270)753-1916

New 2-4
Bedroom koseolli
Riverfleh1 latala.
itG
pre
iti=t1
29341172

153-

I It ‘‘ I
I I

WHY rent when you
can own? Save 8K first
time home buyers
130K house for sale
949-322-1495

Auto Porto

j

BRICK & Nock layer
available
270-252-C/667

:4 15 16-nich
Starting at S.M. ,,ohntoct

(aII 753-5606
Used Cars
1995 Mustang SVT
Cobra, 90.xxx miles,
good
condition
S8.150. CaIl 753-4440
1964 Chevy SWB
redAvhite, 95% onginai, S11,000.
1985 Chevy 2500
Surburban. biusgray,
$1,200
293-1437.

1

Used Trucks

1987 GMC Truck 4
wheel drive, camo
paint, 350
motor.
52,600 °Do
270-227-4212.

\tat El,.

FREE

3301 st Rt 121N.

75.3-8087

Calhoon Construction, LLC
Additions, Windows, Siding,
Painting, Flooring, Roofing,
Decks, Concrete
Repatrs

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

trgetr:-TiRucTio.4

S DOZER
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service
Free estimates. Phone
436-2562. 227-0267

FUTRELL'S Tree
Sennce
Trimming,
removai
stump gnneeng
firewood Insured
489-2839

bFlYWALL repair &
painting
Free esti
mates 27O-873-9916

eiel De tneuranc•
.11 ImmeiCev Nome,

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

PICK UP

L
CO
.....44 10•
•2Po COMM.=
.1•14B •••

en alcogage ..,,,,
•Roofing •Sheetrock
•Ptaster •Fiemodeis
& rnore

JONES
ROOFING

(270)873-9341
:
I
„r4
ca7
0
).14
873
-24$
1,
7 &

Licensed Insured
Fres estimates

(270)227-8188

(270)293-0354
(270)753-0355

BRUSH &
HAMMER
• Painting • Fix-it's
• Repairs • Decks
pressure washed
& stained

(270) 436-2228

WEST
Calloway
County
Development
/Track hoe, dozer.
backhoe woik & septic
systems. top soil &
gravel for sale. We
build you a Home to
Suite your Needs.
270-210-3781.
270-559-2032

Mums
BIRTHDAY
for
Thursday.()et. 15, 2009:
This year. you move in new
ways and make what you want
happen. Refuse to get into
power plays. Learn to walk
away
from
such
manipulations.If
you
are
attached, and this is part of your
relationship, by you saying fI0,
you have taken the first step to a
better relationship. With your
ume and patience, your significant other will learn to relate on
new terms If you are single.
remain centered about what you
want from a relationship. Be
careful, as there is a likelihood
you could choose a person who
is emotionally
unavailable
VIRGO re-ads you too well -nearly!
The Stara Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic.
a-Positive: 3-Average. 2-50-so,
I -Difficult

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Intensity marks your
interactions. Someone clearly
cares and wants to let you know.
How appropnate that might be is
$15 & up. ,
1611 mow another issue. Of course. you
lawris Adult owned & don't want interference at work.
operated.
270-978- YOU might be better off acknowledging this person.
5655.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
l&M
***** An indulgence on your
LAW% SIRVIt
part could
lead
to
more
Mowing. Merin-It:mg
demands. You wonder for what
and why. Investigate options that
I eel l• et uUnarig
appear oul of the blue YOU(
Satistarilon. guaranteed. understand
ing and insight help
753-1816 n7-otai
an associate see that there are
alternatives
:FOUR- AD ,
GEMINI(May 21-Junet 20)
COULD BE
**** Stick to basics. An
adjustment within a relationship
HERE FOR
might be more necessary than
ONLY 575.00 .
you think. Go with the fiow and
A MONTH.
don't fight the inevitable. Your
CALI 753-1916
ability to move past another's
contrary attitude allows growth.
227-0587
CANCER (Juno 21-July 22)
753-2353
***** Retum calls and stay
ALL Carpentry
on top of your game. Be aware
•Remodelir.g
of your present limits, and don't
irAdditioris
worry as much about what oth•Decks
ers think. You move ir, a new,
Porches
positive direction when listening
•Poie Barns
to ttie inevitable conversations
•taminate Floors
among co-workers. Go past the
•Tile
mundane.
•Mobile Home-Repair
.Rool-Crvers
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
•Uneerpinning
**,* Understanding the impliLarry Nimino
cations of an agreement helps
you move past a problem. You
Hill Electricl really don't need to worry about
Since 1966
a financial issue if you are on top
24 Nowt smerma
of your game. Opposition occurs
Res Com , & Ind
out of Me blue, and you caniaot
Licensed & Insurad
calm down a partner.
All pbs - big or small
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You greet excess positively nght now. as you have
436-2867 Lamb's
been holding yourself back too.
Professional Tree
much. You need to let go. which
Service Complete
you probably have To rope yourtree
self in could be close to impossiremover gutter
ble. Others could be unprecleaning, hauling, etc
dictable
Insured Emergency
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
293-1118
*** Take your time and don't
436-5141
A- feel compelled to do anything in
AFFORDABLE any specific manner Pressure
Hauling
Clean out builds around the home
front
garages, gutters, funk
and what you perceive is going
& tree work.
on Get ready for winter. and
ADAMS Home
schedule a checkup for your
Improvement
heating system.
Additions. SCORPIO (Oct.
23-Nov. 21)
Remodeling, Roofing, ****
It's a good idea to focus
Vinyl Siding. Laminate
on a meeting in order to make
Floors.
Repairs, your point.
You might think that a
Insured
meeting or presentation is a
227-2617. 474-0586
piece of cake. Your ability to
CHADWICK Catering
regroup and think or, your feet
Ready to serve your
counts.
celebrabon needs
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
Contact Cheryl
21)
Chadwick
**** If you can relax and not
(2701492-8266

753-9562

Veal& DemargeC
Bram & Floor Aims
tartmoreerc %men,.

1.1.1mition

HAPPli

USED TIRES

David's Name
Improvement
LIC

J

Custom bulldozing
and treckhoe work,
land clearing
unclerbrushing, ponds.
lakes and waterways
Free estimates
Gene Parker
293-1005
733-5838
PvenongS leave
message

ire
n ta
24/7 Surveillance

Estee

-5;

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERME a PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chock Van Buren

CuSTOSI Bou.uoalic
•LiviO-clearinv
•Unclierbrusrsog 4.onOt
4..akes •Watenrsys
_
Fres Esmates
22 years asp
293-0371

Need help
Protnoting your
Business?
Caii us we will be
glad to help.
Murray Leriger & nines
270-753-1916

Iri JaciesHos Blear
react, you could stay on top of
your game. Evaluate and consider what someone seems to be
offering. Can you trust this person? Will he or she come
through for you and live up to his
or her agreement,̀
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Keep reaching out for
someone you care about. You
might be shocked by what develops if you relax and lust let
events flow. NEINOUS energy surrounds you. Don't add to the
increasing stress levels. What
appears to be upsetting at first
will work out.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Fab. 18)
**** Deal with a partner
directly. You might want to exert
pressure on someone or manipulate him Of her. Let go of this
desire and simply let this person
figure out who holds the cards.
He or she wants to wort: with you
anyway.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20,
**** By now, one would think
Mitt you cannot influence several peop4e in your life You see a
way to make both of your ob(ectives happen even though it

seems impossible to those who
use black-and-white thinking.
Tonight: Be yOur own (person.

BORN TODAY
Duchess
of
York
Ferguson (1959)

Bowie, Domestic Short hair black
mix, adult, neutered, male
SHEITER BOLAS: MON.-Htl. 10 AM-4 PA4 • SAT. to AM-1 PM
For more information contact

Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter l•
at (270)759-4141
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njitich

..7)tecd...'Mom Yowl j_evi!"

ARE
E

by E.xercise
oween Hustle 5IK
'Vest Trot
will benefit cancer survivors taking
their lives with
exercise. Runners anci spectators are encouraged
(but not required) to attend irt Halloween attire and
prizes will be given for the best costumes.
To donate, register, volunteer, or become a sponso
r
of this year's run, please email
tiffanynatangeregrnail.com or
contact Tiffany Stanger at 270-316-6250.

RECASTRATION FEES
5K Run or Fun Walk: $20
(Free t-shirt with early registration)
Trick or Ireat Trot: $10 (For ages 10 & under)

Registration and
info at:
www.murraystate.edu/ecr

EcR

%Sorra, I edger & limes
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Ten years ago
Published IN a picture ot MUfray-Callow ay
County
Park
employees and workers installing
a 10.500 pound bndge over Bea
Creek near the soccer fields.
Cleaver Construction Company
donated the crane usage for the
project. The steel bridge cost
almost SI 3,0110 arid will he fully
ADA compliant when finished
The photogi aph was by. Staff Photographer Bemtud Kane.
Births reported include a boy
to Dana and Laura Cope Pea,
Sept. 15. and a boy to Al and
Kimberly. Doom. Oct. 10.
Twenty years ago
Calloway County. High School
Band won first Class AA and
Outstanding Color Guard at the
Western Kentucky Marching
Band Championship at Henderson County High School.
Charles Wayne Henry. son
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles B.
Henry of Rt. 3, Murray. was
recently elected as a deacon to
Ansbach Baptist Church in Ansbach, Germany, where Henry
and his family are members. He
is serving in the Armed Forces.
Births reported mclude d boy
to Ladonna and Christopher
Capps. a girl to Daniele and
Randy Evans and a boy to Debra
and Barry. Irvan, Oct. 10.
Thirty years ago
The tsturray Kiwanis Club
honored Allen Russell by naming him "Kiwanian of the Year"
at the annual officer installation
at Sirloin Stockade. New officers include Charles Marcusser.
president. and J.D. Raybum. vice
president.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Hubbard, Oct. 6.
Mr. and Mrs. Starkie Colon
Sr. will be married for 50 years
Oct. 19.
Published axe two pages of
pictures and copy in honor of

National 4-H Week
Forty years ago
A new cenual high school
for Marshall County was included in the plans for consolidation of school systems arid the
Marshall County Board of Education has purchased a site for
building the new school on U.S.
Highway: 64 I. approximately one
mile south of King's Market at
Draffenville.
Marsha Hendon and John W.
Dale III were married Sept. 14
at New Providence Church of
Chnst.
Rev. Norman Culpepper. pastor of Memonal Baptist Church,
will speak on "Spiritual Living
in the Home" at a meeting of
the Home Ileparunent of the Mut
ray Woman's Club.
Ellty years ago
Building permits amounting
to $106.000 were issued during
the month of September by City
Building Inspechor I.H. Key.
Donna Grogan. daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Grogan of
Murray, was named as District
Farm Bureau Queen. She is a
high school senior.
Mrs. Elm-r Collins and Mrs.
Alice Steely presented a lesson
on "Home Furnishings" at a meeting of the Pans Road Homemakers Club at the home of
Mrs. Pat Thompson.
Sixty years ago
The completely remodeled
Peoples Bank will open Oct. 15
at Fifth and Main Streets. Murray.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Ms. James Buel Hopkins. Oct. 7; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. George Cassity, Oct. 9: a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. James R.
Lowry and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Miller J. Hopkins, Oct. 10.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is "Hellfire" starnng William
Elliott. Forest Tucker and Jam
Davis.

COMICS / FEATURES
Teen in despair pleads
for help and guidance
DEAR ABBY: I am a I 5year-old girl who is losing the
will to live. I am bisexual.
but my parents are very
anti-gay/lesbian, so I
can't
tell
thern about
my sexual
orientation.
Every
day I engage
in
selfinjury using
a
By Abigail
metal
Van Buren
chain. and I
think about
suicide a lot. Please help me.
-- HURTING IN ORLANDO,
FLA.
DEAR HURTING: As you
already know, your sexual onentation isn't something you
chose. It is something you
were born with, and your parents' disapproval -- as intimidating as it may be -- isn't
going to change it. What you
are expenencing is not uncommon in young people who have
discovered they are "different.*
But there is help, not only for
you but also for your parents.
The first thing you should
do is contact The Trevor
Helpline. It is a nationwide,
24-hour helpline for lesbian,
gay, bisexual, transgender and
questioning young people. A
counselor there can help you
sort out your feelings and figure out some options. You can
find out more about it by going
to www.thetrevorproject.org.
The toli-free number is (866/
488-7386.
Another terrific resource is
PFLAG (Parents, Families and
Friends of Lesbians and Gays).

Dur Abby

today In History

Labrador
vear old

By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, oct. 14.
the 287th day of 2009. There are
78 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
: On Oct 14. 1939. dunng World
.War IL a German U-boat torpe;doed and sank the HMS Royal
'Oak. a British battleship anchored
at Scapa Flow in Scotland's Orkney
Islands. 833 of the more than
.1,200 men aboard were killed.
On this date:- In
1066. Normans under
William the Conqueror defeated
the English at the Battle of Hastings,
In 1890. Dwight D. Eisenhower. 34th president of the United
:States, was born in Denison, Texas.
•• In 1912. Theodore Roosevelt.
:campaigning for the presidency,
"was shot in the chest in Milwaukee. Despite the wound, he went
ahead with a scheduled Teech
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spacecraft was transmitted from
Apollo 7.
In 1987, a 58-hour drama began
in Midland. Texas, as 18-monthold Jessica McClure slid 22 feet
dow.n an abandoned well at a pnvate day care center; she was rescued on Oct. 16.
Ten years ago: President Bill
Clinton accused Senate Republicans of eecklessness and irresponsibility foe defeating the nuclear
test ban treaty, arid pledged the
United States would refrain from
testing despite the treaty's rejecuon Japan's Sumitomo Bank and
Sakura Bank announced they would
merge. Julius Nyerere. Tanzania's
first president, died in a London
hospital at age 77_
Five years ago: The Treasury
Deparunent announced that the federal deficit had surged to a record
$413 billion in fiscal 2004,
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In
1933, Nazi Germany
announced it was withdrawing from
the League of Nations.
In 1944. German Field Marshal Envin Rommel committed
suicide rather than face execution
for allegedly conspiring against
Adolf Hitler.
In 1947. Air Force test pilot
Charles E. "Chuck") Yeager broke
the sound barner as he flew the
experimental Bell XS-1 (later X1) rocker plane over Muroc Dry
Lake in California.
In 1959, actor Errol Flynn died
in Vancouver. Bntish Columbia,
at age 50.
In 1960. the idea of a Peace
Corps was first suggested by Democratic presidential candidate John
F. Kennedy to an audience of students at the University of Michigan.
In 1968, the first successful
live telecast from a manned U.S.
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Ben Franklin had it right

PFLAG was established in the
1980s and offers specific advice
on how to deal with your parents. You will find its Web
site at www.pflag.org.
Both of these organizations
provide the support you need,
so please don t wan to contact them.
DEAR ABBY: My hean is
broken. My 18-year-old son,
*Joey,• has just put his name
on someone else's child's birth
certificate. He met the girl in
high school. She was already
pregnant. Joey has been out
of school since May. He has
no job, no money and no car.
Joey promised her family
he will 'take care of her."
They were only too happy to
hear a because the real father
wants nothing to do with her
or the baby. Her parents have
made my son feel like a hero,
and he enjoys it.
I did everything in my power
to talk him out of it. Nothing
worked. I can't believe that
the girl's family is encouraging him. Joey is not a man,
even if he is 18. Where are
their values? -- HEARTBROKEN MOM IN MESA, ARIZ.
DEAR MOM: Your son
may feel like a hero, but apparently he was not thinking rationally when he put his name on
that birth certificate, because
what he did was fraud. The
father of that baby should be
listed as the father, and he is
the one who should be financially responsible until the child
reaches adulthood. If Joey
wants to lend emotional support. more power to him. But
I'm advising you to consult an
attorney to see if this mess
can be unraveled before he
gets in any deeper.
•••
DEAR ABBY: I am 22
years old and stuck in a longterm relationship. My boyfriend
has taken care of me since
my mother died last year. She
was my only family, so without my boyfriend I'd be alone.
My problem is. I am no
longer attracted to him. I don't
want to hurt his feelings
because of everything he has
helped me through, but is a
relationship worth staying in
if you don't feel the "connection' anymore? -- ALONE IN
THE SOUTH
DEAR ALONE: No. it's not,
and it's also not. fair to your
boyfriend. Sooner or later you
will have to level with him
and tell him that, while you're
deeply grateful for his support
during this difficult time, you
have come to regard him as
more of a brother than a lover,
and while you'll always care
for him, the romance is over.
*0
•

DEAR DR. GOTT: I enjoy
reading your column I would be
interested :n reading more un ores ention For
ns ance,
younger folks
would try to
e at
ITKWe
healthful
foods
like
fruits, vegetables
and
whole grams.
get plenty of
exercise. have
Dr. Gott
a job he or .sbe
likes. try to
By
avoid stress
Dr. Peter Gotl and
get
enough sleep.
wouldn't it go a long way toward
having a healthful life? Wouldn't
it help our quahty of life?
DEAR READER: I absolutely agree with you There is a
fairly common saying attributed
to Benjanun Franklin that goes
"an ounce of prevention is worth
a pound of cure '• Basically. what
it means is that taking small steps
before something goes wrong will
present having to take drastic
steps to fix the problem.
Eating a balanced diet that is
high in whole grains. fruits and
vegetables and has modest sources
of lean meats or other protein
sources is an excellent start. While
tasting good. excess fat, salt and
sugar do little in the way of helping thc body carry out necessary
tasks. By giving the body what
it needs rather than what is fast
and easy, we can prevent many
disorders. including hypertension.
elesated cholesterol, type 2 diabetes and more. Not every case
can be prevented, since some persons are genetically wired to develop a condition regardless of conservative measures. but many cases
can be prevented. halted or even
.eversed.
tereise is an important step
in preventive care "This can help
reduce exccss weight and stress.

strengthen muscles, including the
heart and lungs, and help lower
bkod pressure and cholesterol levels
Stress caui be responsible for
many illnesses Anxiety can W0111en pre-existing conditions and may
even bnng on new (MC'S as the
body struggles to cope Heart
attack. stroke. plum. attacks. MS)ng, heartburn, hesdacbes and ewe
can be voxsened Practicing.relaxation techniques such as deep
breathing. yoga or meditation can
help If employment as the primary source of stress. attempt to
make a change If not, coosicier
ways to avoid or reduce [WV.
SUft l0

Adequate sleep is probate), rine
of the most overlooked ways otpreventing illness. Similar to getung proper nutrition and exercise.
sleep helps regulate our hodies
and assists in making them:run
efficiently
Each of these things seplarkely can go a long way to poqsq(laity preventing illness Cotalrined.
they are even better Keog
mind. however, that some peepe
will develop diabetes, high cholesterol, hypertension or have a
heart attack, stroke Of Other ionous medical condition regardless
of how healthful their lifestyles
are Type I diabetes, for:clam
pie, is not caused by diet. altbobgh
it can be worsened by a Some
types of hypertension arc caused
by physical anomalies within the
body. rather than an excessive
intake of salt, alcohol or sst,ber
substances.
In the end, nothing is omenteed., however, it makes much
more sense to try. to ors-vent illness by taking simple steps than
it does to try to repsur the damage after it has already occurred_
As I've said before, the body is
like a car. It's easier to take it
for regular maintenuice and tuneups before something happens than
it is to wait until the engine seizes
up arid then try to fix it.

Contract Bridge
Bad Luck Comes in Bunches
F.ast dealer.
hearts oith the queen and returned a
Fast-West vulnerable
bean When South next played -Ow
NORTH
A-K, he learned the heans were 4-2.
•A 2
Declarer sow tried a low club to
V1 6 2
the queen, hoping West had the king.
•AQ5 3
But FaSf fOOk the queen with the king
*Q9 4
and returned the jack of clubs to
WEST
EAST
South's ace.
•7 3
aliQ10 96 4
The sitranoa took a further turn
9109 5 4
•Q 7
for the worse when declarer next lcd
•J 9 2
*10
a diamond to the queen, hoping West
•8 7 5
4.K1 106 3 had led ongmally from a throe-card
SOUTH
suit. But East showed ouL ano South
•K 8 5
decided that his last remaining
•A K 8 3
chance as to trs, a spade finesse.
•K 7 64
Se he led a spode to the kiag and
•A 2
finessed the Jack on the return. East
The bidding:
won with the queen and cashed his
East
Saab
West
North
remaining clubs to put the contract
Pass
I NT
Pas,
3 NT
down two. All of which indicates that
Opening lead
two of diamonds.
had tuck comes in hunches. though
This is °De of those hard-luck
it's true of course that South could
hands where you can't help sympa- have made the contract easily had he
thizing with declarer, even though known the queen of hearts was douyou might iwit has e played his cards bleton
exactly. the way he lid
One reasollable but somewhat
West led a diamond. taken by
unusual method of play
without
South with the king. Declarer had
the benefit of a peek at the hast-Nkst
eight solid trick.s and quite a feo
cards -- is to alkiw East's ten of diachances for a ninth. Ile started by
mon& to hold the first trick! Assumleading a low heart to the jack at trick ing West made a nonnal lead from a
two, This gave him two chances for four-card suit, East woukl then be
an extra heart tnck: one if West had
forced to return a spade, a hinut or a
the queen, and another if the suit oas club. all of which would hand
divided 3-3. But Last took the jack of declarer his ninth trick.
Tomorrow: Right bid, wrong declarer.
s
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Answer to Previous Puzzle
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1 Cauldron
2 T'al — ch uan
3 Funny
Chadotte —
4 Bath powder
5 Farewell
6 Janitor s tool
7 Dangerous
curve
8 German sub
Ihyph )
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9 CD- — (PC
components)
10 Cafe au —
1 Mlle
Madnd
16 'Misery
co-star
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COME ON OUT,
MARCIE IT'S A 6REAT
DAY FOR FOOTBALL!

38 Lovers' meeting
40 Jatpur princess
41 Winter
constellation
44 Blue or green
46 Faint trace
47 Participated
(2 wds
52 Consumer gds.
53 Dad's sister
54 Mother rabbit
55 Lays the table
56 Japanese soup
57 Explosive
letters

1 Rec000m gear
4 Like a house
cat
8 WWVV
addresses
12 Gleeful shout
13 Commotions
14 Tusked anima!
15 Men's accessories (2 wds:)
17 Not do
18 Poker card
19 — la vistal
20 Sedgwick of the
screen
23 Full-length
26 Fifty-fifty
27 Tummy muscles
26 Sz. option
31 Itch
32 Small broom
34 Language suffix
35 Weathervane
dir
36 Hole puncher
37 Recipe amts

I T'5 A TERRiBLE DA'f FOR
FOOTBALL,SiR !I'M GOING
TO 5TAY iN, AND WORK
ON MY BOOK REPORT..
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19 Corn shuck
20 La.* companions
21 First name
in fashion
22 Russo or
Magritte
24 Toe coverers
25 Big ngs' radios
28 Flat-topped hill
29 Sports network
30 Ricky Ricardo
32 Put on guard
33 Main rte
37 Leaf source
38 Large handbags
39 Adds water
41 Resistance
units
42 Hitchhiker's
need
4,3 Prof.
45 A law — itself
47 Cram
48 Si, to Maurice
49 Insect kilter
50 Atom fragment
51 Volleyball
need
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All 3 Fleming Locations!

•Hundreds Of Items At Closeout Prices,
We're Clearing Out, Gleaming Out And Selling Out Our Warehouse Excess Furniture,

•Overstocks, Floor Samples & OnesOf A land Items!
Sale Pricing On Famous Brand Name Furniture For Your Entire Home!
•Whatever You Need 'To Redecorate Your Home!

Each And Every Close-out Will Be Clearly Tagged For Your Quick & Easy Selection!

OUR ENTIRE WAREHOUSE INVENTORY IS REDUCED!

• Living Rooms!
• Sectionals!
• Sofas!
• Motion Furniture!
• Loveseats1
• Rockers!
• Chairs!
• Recliners!
• Sleep Sofas!
• Dining Rooms!
• Tables!
• Dinette Sets!
• Lamps & Pictures! • Bedroom Suites!
• Wall Units!
• Mattress Sets!

•rt,

• Chests!
• Daybeds!
• Bunk Beds!
• Curio Cabinets!

BUY 4,5,6 OR MORE.
ROOMFULS OF NEW HOME
FURNISHINGS, AND
•SAVE HUNDREDS AND
HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS!
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AitiORTANT `sAlliNi,

ENTERTAINMENT
IN ALL SIZES! CENTERS! OWING ROOM LIVING ROON1
SUITES!
FUrzNITURE!
SALE PR1Cfc "N
• •
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SALE STARTS
10 A.M. THURSDAY

5 DAYS.
ONLY!

SALE PRICES ON

DINETTE SETS

• Desks,
• Accessories!
• Ent. Centers
• Plus Much More!
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SALE PRICES ON

ROCKERS &
REC
LINERS!
•An Incredible Selection
At Total Sale.Reductions!

Do is.SAvE You Mom_y!
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